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EC Special Sumit Meeting on USSR Canceled 

! D2 208080391 Hambure DP 4 in German OOS 2 GMI 
2? Ang Yl 

[ Text) Bonn (DPA)}—The special summit of the 12 EC 
Slate and government heads has been canceled. uo was 

rchably learned in Bonn this morning. The summit 
conterence. which was scheduled for tomorrow im The 
Haguc. the scat of the current Netherlands presidency. 
was to have addressed the crisis on the Sovict U nvon and 
the consequences for Europe. President Grorbaches’s 
return to power after the failure of the coup has rendered 

the meeting superflous, 1 was sand 

NATO Ministers Comment on USSR Events 

if 2IOS7T35 391 Paris ARP in Lnelish 13346M1 

21 aug ¥l 

jEacerpts] Brussels, Aug 21 (AFP) - 0S. Secretary of 
State James Baker said here Wednesday he was “heart- 

ened” by reports from Moscoa that the coup launched 

there Monday could be collapsing. [passage omitted] 

Several North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 

munisters sand on thew arrival here that there were 
indications that the coup was in trouble. Bul Portuguese 

Foreign Minister Loao de Deus Pinheiro urged caution 
saying that there was a great deal of disiniormation 
coming from Moscow. A British diplomat sand ~ There 
are Straws in the wind. And the wind seems to be blowing 

in a good direction.” 

Diplomats said the NATO munisters would underline 
their support for deposed President Mikhail Grorbaches 

and extend security assurances to the emerging democ- 
racies of central and eastern Europe 

Earher, on the plane bringing him to Brussels. Baker sand 
he would meet with the Russian republic's foreign mun- 
ister, Andrey Kovires, later in the day. [passage omiticd] 

Kosires met with French External Affairs Monester 
Roland Dumas in Paris on Tuesday. Belgian Foreign 
Ministry officials said he might meet with other munrs- 
ters attending the NATO gathering. in addition to Baker 
[passage omitted] 

German Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich Genscher sand 
on hes arrival for the mecting that the NATO) monrsters 
should give their clear support to Russian President 
Bors Yeltsin and other “democratic forces” in the 
Soviet Union. He called for Europe. the U nnted States 
and Canada to speak “with one voce” about the Sovict 

crisis. “What 1s happening in the Sovict Union.” he sand 
“WS a heavy load for the stability of Europe ~ 

Grenscher called for representatives of the pan-European 
Conference for Security and Cooperation im Europe 
(CSCE) to be given immediate access to Gorbaches. He 
also urged that the new crises mechanism of the CSOT 
should be invoked to consider the Sovict situation. The 
CSCE comprises all European countries. including the 
Soviet Unron 
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The NATO foreign ministers were cxapected to step up 

Western condemnation of the Sovict coup. to issuc a 

Slaicment of support for the emerging democracies of 
vasiern and centrai Europe. and to freeze political and 

military cooperation with Moscow. Eleven of NATO's 
16 members are mersbers of the Eee ypcan Community. 

which called Tuesday for the restoration of Gorbachev as 

president and also froze cconomu aid for the Soviet 
Union. The remaming five NATO) members are the 
United States. Canada. Norway. locland and Turkeys 

t k’s Hurd Comments 

LDO108168 691 London PRESS ASSOCTATION 

m bnelish 1007 GMT Ol tue 9l 

[By Groott Meade. PRESS ASSOCTATION. on Brussels] 

| Text] Foresgn Secretary Douglas Hurd spoke today of a 
new beginning tor the people of the Soviet Union. His 
remarks came amid jubilation among NATO) minssters 
meeting on Brussels that the Aremlin coup was falling 
apart. Mr Hurd sand ut was clear that the three traditional 
power bases on the Sovect Unron had failed 

“The three ugh sesters. the party. the AGB and tac 
Ministry of Defence. treed to mmpose by traditional 

means then will and ut did not work. That 1s obviously 

the beginning of a new chapter” 

Mr Hurd was speaking as contradictory reports con- 

tinued filtering mto the emergency NATO) talks, but he 
said there was no doubt that the coup was disintegrating 

and that the forces struggling for democracy and freedom 
were winning. He spoke warmly of the “courage and 

determination” of the ordimary citizens im Moscow, 
Leningrad and the Baltic Republics 

“Thes have shown thes are not prepared to see the 
rewinding of hestory and not prepared to go back to the 

events sysmboliwed cxactl 2) vcars ago today when the 
Sovict Army went into Prague to extingursh the Prague 
Spring.” he sand 

“it shows there such a thing as human progress, 

however faltering. ~ 

The collapse of the coup showed the value of mterna- 

tonal opinvon, sand the foreign secretary. It was not 

decisive, but 1 was influential 

This afternoon's statement trom NATO) ministers 

became what Mr Hurd called “an historncal document” 
by the teme the four-page paper was published at the end 
of the meeting. lt was at Mr Hurd’s suggestion that the 
document was released. to set out the principles by 

which the alhance works. and to demonstrate what 

action the NATO) pariners would have taken had the 

coup fNournshed 

The statement opened with strong condemnation of the 
unconstitutional removal of Presedent Gorbaches . and a 
reference to how the latest reports had encouraged and 
heartened the allies 
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ht called for the immediate restoration of Mr Grorhaches 
“to his mghtful office” and demanded that Russian 
President Bors Yeltsin and other democratically clected 
leaders be allowed to exercise then legitimate functions 
The attempted removal of the president was mm direct 
contravention of the rule of law and raned scrous 
Questions about the future of the Sovict Union and its 
relations with Europe and the rest of the world 

Lake the EC foreign ministers meeting in The Hague on 
Tuesday. the NATO) munssters insisted that the Soviet 
Union should abide by all international commitments 
and treaties. including thoss concerning troop with- 
drawals and disarmament. The allies would retram trom 
contact at political level with tyose responsible tor the 
unconsiiutional acts of last ‘fonday. the statement 

continucd 

They were bound to have a “negative cffect™ on the 
alhance’s relationship with the Sovect Limon “Lianen 
wall remain as a channel of Communication. bul we must 
c\amine. as a maticr of urgency. other harson activ res 

“We have agreed to suspend our programme of official 
exchanges with the Sovect t non” 

The Sovect Union could only count on turther Western 
assistance with continucd moves towards genuine 
democracy and market reform and returns to consiitu- 
tronal government 

Mr Hurd said later that however cvents now dev cloped. 
the Soviet Union could never be the same again. The role 
of the republics would be greatly enhanced and ut was 
now mecrcasingly important to achieve a signed agree- 
ment between the centre of power and the republics 

When the dust sctiles. the whole question of coonomi 
reform will have to be addressed—and the West's pos- 
sible financial assistance reassessed. he sand 

From the West's pount of sew. sand Mr Hurd. the am 
now was a set of substantial association agreements with 
Poland, Hungary and ( sechoslovakia to coment then 
links with the EC. coupled with support tor the 
reforming cflorts gorng on in Bulgaria. Romana and 
Albania. 

The speed of unfolding events placed a questron mark 
over Friday's emergency summit of FC leaders 

Mr Hurd said the Dutch Government. duc to host the 
event, was this afiernoon holding consultations to see tf 
the talks will be necessary 

* EC Automakers Brace for Japanese ( ompetition 

YIGEOIGS A Monch SUELDDECTISOCHE ZEIT NG 

im German 23 Jul 91 p OU 

[Gerhard Blaeske article: “Japanese \utos Pressing “bor. 
tress Furope’ Automakers Adapting to Pressure of Com. 
petition Through Strategn Alhances”} 
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[text] Munxh— ompetiion im the micrnational auto- 
mobile markets 1s intensifying to an ever greater degree. 
North Amencan manufacturers are producing al the 
lowest level since 1958. and even the Japancse— 
although they are gasnong additonal market shares—are 
encountering limits on the Unnted States and are there- 
fore pressing with mtensity toward Europe. where at 
present thes are still subject to a vanets of restrictions on 
market access. In order to protect European automobile 

manutacturcrs. who are gcttong mto increasing trouble. 
the EC reached agreement with Japan on retamung the 
trade harriers. To an mncreasing degree the Europeans are 
attempting to win the battle for survival by cooperating 
with competitors 

tS) manutacturers General Motors [GM]. Ford. and 
Chrysicr complamn about deep stumps and have to shut 
down numerous plants. Three-fourths of the US. auto- 
motile ondusiny os workung short hours. and American 
automotle production rs at the lowest level snce 1958. 

( course. the North Amerncap market. whech os ma 
recession. 1s also causong the Jayanese problems. vet thes 
were 1 2 position to Continue io mcrease thew market 
share and by 1995 are planning to expand thew capact- 
tees on the Unitca States from the current 1.5 to 2.5 
millon units 

Limits on Growth 

Japanese automobile manutacturers are encountering 
hmets on growth om the largely saturated US. market 
Thus. Euzope 1s wecreasingly becoming the focal pount of 
thew smteres. Japanese “Made m USA” vehacles are 
rushing to Europe. Semce severe restrictions on market 
access are m place to protect the domestic mndusiry in 

Italy. Spain. France. and Portugal. vehicles from the Far 
bast are only relatively weakly represented on the old 
continent with a barely 1 l-percent market share. and 
thus the manutacturers sce here good opportunities 
Moreover, ath the opening of the markets im Eas 
Europe they are antecepateng not only new selling mar- 
kets. but because of low wage costs they also see bere the 
opportunity to cstablish production sites to supply West 
FE urope 

In setiong up subassembly plants. promarih manutac- 
turers of smaller vehicles such as Suzuky and Dashatsu 
will onetially take the lead there. Effective 1995. S000 
vehicles a year are supposed to ome off the line im 
Suzuki's assembly plant mn Hungary. representing a total 
mvcstment volume of $110 milhon. Currently Toyota 

amd Nessan are lometeng themschves to developing a 
network of dealers and exports. Thus. Newwn. the largest 
Japanese exporter to Germany. anticipates about 10000 

regestrations on all of East Europe for 1991 and intends to 
morease thes by 1995 to W000 wnets 

The begennmng of the Common Market 1s actually sup- 
posed to see the clhimenatron of the restrictions on market 
access on Europe Yet the “Fortress Europe” will con- 
tynwe to deal with aocess m® &@ very fresinective manner 

“wot we are yust as good and efficren: as the Japanese.” 
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as sated by Peugeot boss Jagucs ( alvct. Thes has been 
the argument im the past. OF course: Although the 
Japanese remained largely om front outsah. most Euro- 
peans are capencncing Sumps m profits of are cven 
entering figures in red and must lay people off. In Great 
Britain. France. Spain. and Maly the markets are 
breaking down. Only in Cocrmany are the cxtraordmary 

cconomi« conditions—based on reunification— 
providing manufacturers with record growth 

Even the German producers would noncthelicss be hard 
hit of the Japanese had free access to the market mm 
Europe. Onc more bit of competition would endanger 
the level acheeved and this would cause the greaics 
hardship tor Volkswagen. Inc. Wolfsburg. whose profits 
are low because production there 1s much too capensive 
The Japanese. who intend to have des cloped production 
capacities for over | millon vehcics on Europe by 1995 
are manufacturing in thew cxrsting European plants im a 
manner whech 1s substantialls more tavorable than all 

European competitors. These vchictes with a high level 
of local content are theretore to be mcluded m the 

import quota for Japan Bui how are the Japancs 
vehucles that are produced m the | nited States to be 
dealt with of a mew trade war vs to be avonded” In vicw of 
Japan's advances even into the top classes of vchicles 

Aud: Board Pressdent Ferdinand Picch stated on tront of 
the general meeting of the Volkswagen [VW] subsidiary 
the goal of clearly umpro. ing product quality and carning 

power Apart from Meroedes--only the Japanese have 
the front rankings even mm the study of Tl cV [automo- 
tile mnspection] deficrencees and mm the tS. evaluation 
of power quality 

According to a study by McKunscy the Japanese could 
almost double vehicle sales of 1.1 millon given tree 
access to the market by the mid-1 990s According to the 
study. in that event the Europeans who spend too much 
on production would have to anticipate severe drops in 
sales. as a result Fiat would sell 209.000 fewer automo- 
biles. Peugeot 190.000. Volkswagen 170.000. and 
Renault 156.000 Approwmately 120.000 to 140.000 
jobs would be lost. several conglomeraics would be 
forced to close planis. others would not hold their ground 
mm the sclecthon process. A number of automobile man- 
ufacturers that were totally or partially swallowed up by 

larger conglomerates im the 1980's, such as Jaguar. Alfa 
Romeo. Citroen, and Saab. half of which ended up with 
(sM. are warnings of danger 

A partnership with other manutacturcrs—a wo-<alled 
“strategy alhance’ —1s berg used by many automobile 

manufacturers to try to arm themechves against the 
challenges in the automobile market of the future. The 
changing basic conditions and the imcrceasing imtcrna- 
thonalization of Competition arc making Cooperation al 
the level of individual business sectors or on a conglom- 
erate basis mandatory Distribution to cooperating part. 
ners 1s supposed to limit costs thal come as a result of 

mecreasingly higher research costs. rapidly mcreasng 
outlays for development. mcrcasing prepayments for 
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developing production capacities. and marketing nct- 

works om ace markets. Beyond that. product cycles are 

geting mcrcasing’y shoricr. In the sical sstuation. 
Srengths and weaknesses of the mo parincrs comple- 
ment onc another m such a way thal the competitive 

positron of both partners « wumproved by such an all- 

ance 

Scarcels “n fb vidence 

it os of promary wmportance tor the Europeans to lower 
thew production costs and to wmprove thew positron m 
mportant markets. While the Japanese are well repre- 

sented om all three murkets of the claw trad of the 
lt nvted Mates. Europe. and Japan. the Americans sill 

have a very strong positron on Europe sia then Luropean 
subuidiancs. To date. however. there 1 scarcely amy 
evidence of European producers on the U nvted Sates and 
the Far East 

Daumicr Benz. Inc. Stutigart. entered inte perhaps the 
most spectacular alliance with Japan's Mitsubrsh:. Both 

are antecopating ads antages from thes cooperation. which 
was designed tor the long term and in broad strokes 
without micrnal competition with one another im the 
proaan.s Cooperation gocs tar beyond the automotule 

sector and also relates. tor cxample. to the burlding of 
imiegrated corcusts (via ARG [General Plectrn Co] and 
to avsatvon and space travel. where the Japanese have a 

kot of catching up to do) The people m Stuttgart are 

capecting to improve thew postion m the mmportant 

Japanese automobile market by selling automobiles and 

commercial vehicles via Mitsubrsts Just a few days ago 
Michac! “. Bassermann. present of Mercedes-Benz 
Japan Co.. Lid. reported “at discussions on the pount 

purchasing of certam miu als had “progressed rela- 
tively tar” Daumler bead tdzard Reuter could also 

imagine mutual stock-hbased collaboration—cven if 
somewhat modest. Morcover. on the commercial vehicle 
sector, Darmier ts cooperating with Korca’s Sang Vong 
Motor Co om the mmportant Paci market. The is 
supposed to develop its mternatronal positron om light 
transport vchicles. Some 80.000 of the smallest Mer- 
cedes Benz transport vchicle are supposed to come off 
the lone on 1994 

Improving Their Position 

Volkswagen. Inc. Europe's largest automobile conglom- 
cTate. wants to improve its positon in the world market 

hhewrse via COOperatvon. By virtue of its mvolement 
with Shoda and automotule supplicr Baz in the C SER. as 

well as the building of a new plant im Mosel near 
Zankau. the people m Wolfsburg have guaraniced 
themselves an mitial postion m the East European 

market that = just as good as ()Ms sulndiary Adam 
Opel. Inc. Rucsscisherm. with the new production plant 
in Evsenach In additron. Volkswagen together with Ford 
has a pount sultediary on Brazil and wants to expand is 

capacities in Meanco VW is even burlding automobiles 
inthe PRC and an additronal pount venture has pust been 

concluded un Taman The Tovota Motor Corp. Toyota 
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(ay. has been scllong VW and Aud: models m Japan 
sunce 199) Eapandung pount production of commercial 
vehacles 1s to be closely cxamoened. A transport vehocie os 

beng buslt under a hoense on Hannover as a jount modcl 
from both manufacturers. VW's sold under the name 
“Taro” and Tovota’s under “Hilux” Al the same ume 
Volkswagen “ants to remam mvolved m cooperative 
selling with Nessan 

in Portugal om a pout venture with Ford there will soon 
be a new plant om wheh 190,000 vehicles are to be 
manufactured starteng mm 1994. In the country of low 
wages both manufacturers must first show whether they 
are 19 a posstron to produce as cfficrently as the Japanese. 
Furthermore VW emphasizes thal cooperation is an 
msuc for the companys only of ot ss of valuc for both sides 
and the company's independence 1s preserved 

Moreover, 9 one way of another almost all Europeans 
are workong “ith the Japanese (for example. Mazda 1s 

selling Crtroen om Japan). yet capital mnterrelatrons with 
the Japanese are relatively rare and are mainly limited to 
t S. manutacturers that have had subsidianes in Europe 
for a long ime. Thus. Ford has a 23.9-percent share in 
Mazda and & percent wm Kua (Rorea), GM 4.96 on Suzuki 
and 40.2 percemt om Isuzu. as well as 14.1 percent im 
Hy wnda: (Korea) ( bryster holds 12.5 percent of Mitsub- 
ist: 2nd 15.6 percent of Lamborghin. The only capral 
interrelal_on on the part of the Europeans 1s between AB 
Volvo. Croeteborg. itself on a deficn situation, and Mu- 
subisty. The Japanese. he the Dutch Government and 
AB Volvo. hold a thord of the shares in Volvo Car BV. 

Helmond Netherlands. and are planning a factory with 
an annual capacets of 220.000 automobiles. of these 
16.000 are to be produced with the Volvo name and 

#000 as madsize Motsubrsthy Mirages. For Volvo this 
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project has the advantage of saving costs m thes large 
mvesiment. Mitsubishi has a central locus im the 
Common Marikct. 

To what catent there will be harmony among various 
enterprise cultures in these cooperative ventures and 
whether onc plus onc will end up as two 1s open to 
question. Renault and Volvo's consoldation 5. to the 
extent pussibic. not intended to to result in the boss of 
identsty for thew modcls and vehicle lines. they are 
hoping for synergistic cffects mainly im developing ncw 
components and sects of machincs and in manufacturing 
and buying. The alhances must first prove themselves im 
actual practice, as the example of the fasled yornt venture 
between Fiat and Citroen shows, 1 was a victim of 
differing approaches to management. While Mitsubishi 
can bask on the brightness of the Stuttgart star and even 
Renault might certainly profit from the high-quality 
reputation of its Swedish partner Volvo. the reverse Case 
iS NOL Necessarily truc 

“Hurts the Image” 

Thus. Bavarian Motor Works. Inc (BMW). Munich, 
continucs to behave in a strikingly Cawtious manner, i 
just recently again rejected a cooperative sales arrange- 
ment with a Japanese manufacturer because thes hurts 
the wumage of the name The people im Munich see 
thernselves as well entrenched m the upscale class of 
automobiles and want to continue without partners. 
They are diversifying—relatively cautiously—in a yount 
venture with Rolls Royoe. but just in building power 
Iransmission equipment 

Yet the trend toward cooperation in subsectors of pro- 
ductron, om research and development, and i sales will 
continue to grow—for reasons of cost and to avon 
ruinous Competition 
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Government Welcomes Failere of Soviet Coup 

if 2708193291 Veenna ORF I cletcnt on German 

IVI GMI Ol Awe Yl 

[Text] In an ontial Statement on the failed coup m 
Moscow made during an imtcrsecw for the Austrian 
Broadcasting Service ORF. Chancellor Vranuzhy sand 
that the tasure 1s “the most gratifying event of the whole 
vcar 

Vie Chancellor Busck sees reason ww hope that the 

devclopment toward democracy will contenuc m the 

USSR: he also praned Yeltsin's courageous behovsor 
The West now has to support democracy wm the 1 SSR 
more intensively. Busch sand 

Foreign Minister Mock saed that 1 5 4 great success for 
democracy. the course of perestrovka can be contenucd 

Vranitzky Rejects ‘Soft’ Stance on Soviet Coup 

10 SJO87 25891 Linnea Ocsterrea’ bins Radu 
Network on Gorman 1000G UT Ol twee 9! 

[Telephone interview with Chancellor Franz V ranitzhy 
by Ernest Hauer on 21 August. place not ginven— 
recorded] 

[Teast] [Hauer] (Chancellor Vranizhy. vesterday's gov- 

erament declaration has been unanimously reyected. and 
not only by the oppositron. the papers have also crite 

cved you more strongly than ever betore The govern. 

meni'’s statement was described as diygracetul by DER 
STANDARD. as mean by OBEROESTERRE. 
IKCHISCHE NACHRICHTEN. and as cmbarrasseng by 
AZ. Was the stance adopted by the government too soft” 

[Vranstzky] Let me first describe what has changed sence 
yesterday We must always be aware that nobody can 
finally assess or pudge a situatvon at a certam pownt The 

fact thal attempts are bering made to settle conflats with 

weapons and that people who defend the ( onstrtuton 

and parhamentary demactacy are suppressed Cannot be 

accepted. In the spirit of the gov crament’s declaration. | 
appeal to the current leadership under sclt-proclanmed 

Presadent V anayes to renounce any use of force because 
the problems om the Sovect UC neon, which undowmedls 

cust, cannot be solved with thes method Improvements 

tor the people and on behall of the people can only be 

achreved with the people. with the coivems. and not 

against them. This must be stated im connection with 
events and des clopments that took place om the past few 

hours and last night 

Tm Austnan Government issucd a completely Clear and 
uncquisocal Matement yesterday on mcidents and cv conts 

that took place mm the Sovect t meen hh condemned th 

coup. t called tor and demanded the revioratvon of the 
constitutional situation Even if the wording of this 

declaration was not radical enough. the hasn political 
position conmtinucs to be valid 

AUSTRIA s 

[Haverj Docs the mean that the Ausinan Government 
also calls tor Coorhaches 's rounstiatemont. whech was not 
mentooned o the dcclarateon” 

[\ranstzks] 1 was onc of the first to capress Compictels 

clear and uncguvocal words at (70) when the acws 

about the coup mm the Sovect U mon spread. (nhers were 

sull slecpeng at that mc ft « naturally cawer for the 
oppostiven to criticize the government trom the safc 
opposition benches. The government has msucd a clear 
Matement. and other countnes meucd smuilar declara- 
bons Some counties msucd vanous statements at dif- 

ferent! Mages 

As Lar as critcrsm by opposstron politicians 1s concerned 
by the Moor leader of the Freedom Party of Austra. for 

cxsampic. l only want to say that he wants to sore ports 

m domestic poly with the tate of people eth whom he 

has notheng whatsocver om common sdcologically 

[Hawer] Do vou consder a special Nalonalral sewn 
necessary” 

|\ranetzks] After the comp. the Auwstinan Government 

has dealt with the mewe every day. unchuding yesterday's 
formal session. I dncussed the situation with the vince 
chancetio#n thes morning We will convene a session of the 
Foregn Polxy Counce at the begrnning of the weck m 
whech all parliamentary partecs will be represented. and 
we well constant! famihanize ourselycs with the current 

devs chapments and draw politcal concluwons If some. 
heads calls for the freezeng of credits for the Soviet 
i mon. such demands usually result from mmnorance 
house om fol a gucsiron of freezing oF releawng 
credets because the Sovect U neon 6 Hot mm a posinOn to 

sersece and pay back our credets There have alo been 
calls tor a halt to coonomen and. There were vores 
vewterday that claamed other countries have decided to 

viop coonomen ad while Austra has adopted a wan. 

and-see ativtude This mot the case because Ausina 1s 
not pros sdeng aid at the moment During its most recent 
vet, Prome Monster Paviow capressed the week, that 
negotiatrons on loam be roopencd Such talks well be 
shelvod for the tome berng 

|Hawer| Let me ask you another gucstron m comnmection 
with the crvtcrsm that has been capressed The govern. 
ments declaration included the statement that the Fed. 
cral Ceovorament appeals urgently to the Soviet beader- 
sup to solve the political protic m a peacetul way 

Docs an appeal to a lcaderstup not unclude the recagm- 

tron of thes leadervup” 

|Vranetzky] No. thes « not the case If cortam poopie 

have assumed power there however one can only appeal 

to the people who have assumed power and not to those 

who currentl, have no power 

|Hawer] But addrewing the appeal to thow who are 
currentls holding power would have been clearer than 

jaddnessong it] to the Sovret leaderstup 
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[Vranuzky] One can arguc about formulatom. | would 
ke to rete: to the numerous appeals that have been 
addressed to the Sovect Unron all over the world. Law 
maght showed that these appeals wen certamly wril- 

micnded and to be taken scrvously. but thal they have 

not yet secided the desired results 

[Hauer] Does thes mean that the Austrian Government 
docs not recognize the curremt Icadership as the icgal 
Son set leadershup” 

[Vranszky] 1 suggested. for caampie. that not only the 
observance of human nghts and of the CSCE princepics 
must be ensured. but that Presedemt Gorhaches should 
be allowed to contact his former partners at home and 
abroad He should also be allowed to address the comsts- 
tutronal bodes. oluding the Supreme Sovict and ‘ac 
( ongress of People’s Deputies. However, 1 most strongly 
reyect accusatvons agains the Austrian Government The 
wording of our Matement % very circumspect. very 
caretul, very clear. and unequivocal. We will ctck to our 
hase Course of events mm the mcat few hours and days 
permit that 

Exports to Eastern, Central Europe lacrease 

it 2108103891 Lienna DIE PRESSE in German 

" tue Vip ia 

[APA report ~ Austria's Exports to Eastern Europe Have 
Increased Further™] 
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[Text] Veenna—he caternal trade department of the 
Ausinan Chamber of Economas has stated that Aus 
ina’s trade with Eastcrn and ( cntral European Sowntrcs 
has developed relatively favorably. despite the cxrstong 
politecal and cconomec problems. In the first si months 
of 1991. cxports to Hungcry. Vugoslavea. the USSR. the 
CSFR. Poland. Remana. and Bulgana twtaled 24 5 
billon schillongs— 10.4 percent more than om the first sia 
months of 1990 Imports mereased 8.3 percent to 19 5 
billhon shillings 

However, the emportance of the countries for Ausina’s 
exports has changed. Hungary ranks first now. The 
Sovect LU mon, whech was traditronally the most mmpor- 
tamt Eastern European country buying from Austria. has 
fallen back to thord—behind the crises Country. Y ugosta- 
via—hecause of its financial difficulties 

The coussderable merease of cxports to Hungary —4) 
percent—on the first sia months reflects the better invcst- 
ment clomate and the better financeng opportunities 
there. Exports to Yugoslavia decreased by a mere 157 
percent. Thess percentage docs not reflect the dravix 
decline that 1s expected because of the political turmor! 
there. Exports to the Soviet Unon decreased by 15 
percemt, somewhat tess than had been antecupated 

Exports to the CSFR. which had mereased 7) 5 percent 
m the preveows year. contenucd to be high. while caports 

to Poland more than doubled. increasing 114 percent 
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Ce crament To Reseme Dealings Vth 1 SSR 

Pde 10888991 Lewdom PRESS US8000C TATION 
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[By Paul Bromics | 

[Text] Brita was tomght preparing to resume “doug 
business” with the Sovect leadersiup Cron crament offi- 
cual, made clear the overmding pronceple governing 
future relatroms with the Sovect LU meen eas ots commel- 

ment to rctorm 

A semor diplomat source sand “We have called tor the 
resMioratron of comstrtutronal order and the restoration of 

Mr Crorhaches. That seems to have happened and we 
can resume downg besness with the legetemate govern- 
ment” But the drain events over the law three days 

have prompted demands for the gow crament to ep up 
its programme of ard and averstance to the Sovect U neon 

The prime meneter and other Feropean ( community 
leaders will be revecweng whether more direct help 
showld be given to avert om the move to a market 
COOROM 

Depending on developments, the FC rs lnhely te lift the 

suspenvon of 631 mulhon fourrency mot specified] of 
coonemen and and cooperation with the Sovect U mon 

which was emposed on Tuesday There will also be 
informal drmcuwwons among the cowntres om the G7 
group of leadeng redusinalied natroms. which Britam 

currentl, chaers Mir Mayor has reyected suggestoons that 
more cash trom the G7 cowntnes at ther summit m 
London lati month would have prevented the ousting of 
Mir Crorhaches 

Labour leader Nev) Kennock tomght called on ministers 
of the G7 cowntres—Britam, the Unrted States. Japan. 
(rermany. France. ( anada and Naly—to meet Sovect 

officials to discuss ways of greing more ard. “As soon as 
conmsirtutonal rule  re-cstabinhed withen the Sovect 
1 mon. the G7) powers should establish another “Gi? + 1 

meeting at mineteral level to formulate constructive 
proposals for material and tor the process of coonomec 
and political reform on the Soviet LU meen.” Mir Kennock 
sand “In particular there should be emmediate action to 

emsure that the people of the Sovect U mron are safe- 

guarded against shortages of foodstutls om the coming 
winter 

Senrvor Tory back-bencher Michac!l Colvin also 

demanded more dorect avestance for the Sovect Umon 

Mr Colvin, MP tor Romecy and Waterside and vine. 
chairman of the party's back-bench foregn affairs com. 
mitice, sand “I think we have pot to give help. which 
means trade and not and He added “1 thenk the events 
of the last 48 howrs have lanced the bol of totalitar- 

anim and it has cleared the way for more open trade ~ 

UNITED KINGDOM ? 

Majer f ifts Freeze on Aid 
LD OUSNAIITSI Lcoedom PRESS A850 8 117777 

m Laeloh oxen OUT 2? tee vl 

{Teat! The freeze os. * :. wd to the Sovect i geen has 
been ptod. Prome Menestcr foe Maver sant today = And 
he promecd a revece of Vicsserm brig te tee Soveets 

saying “I thonk we well want to look at what the powiron 
" 

“Retorm ns hack on track... rcform may eet acocterate” 

Mir Mayor told BEC Radw 4s Toda, programme He 
added “Retorm vs bugger than both Mr Crorhaches and 
Mr Veltwn. The Sovect Laon aeeds them to work 

together ~ 

Mir Mayor was optemistn of Caanges' »¢ ormstances m 
the Sovect U mon and he spoke of pow sc ome Centere 

proyects” and wmproved trade bemks Fic hee ed. 4 and 
would be bake with coomome reform why > he send had 
© tat proceeded at a “snail's pace” “Tiacre s a6 dow 
that the freeze that was on ard—one may comsder that as 

hited, oortamnly as far as the 1% 1 concerned.” he sand 

But he added that Brita would have to “take stock” of 
the present situathon “Many of the mmpediments to 
reform are the people whe launched thes coup.” sand Mir 

Major “The coup has tated They will nm blonger be 
there. Thes may mean a different passage for reform. and 
ft. at es the case the corcumstances have changed ~ 

The prome minister heralded the end of the coup as a 
“wrctors for all of ws” “1 thenk at's a vector, for commen 

<n most certamly It's certamly) a sector, for the 
future. 1's a momentous day today.” he told Radvw 4 

Speaking about calls for Britamn to recagmze the Balin 
states as independent republics, he sand. “The best way 
for them to get ther mdependence rs to negotiate withen 

the Umeon Treaty with the Sovect Ut mon” 

Mir Mayor was also atbed about the wmphicatronms for 
Britain's defence cuts. We sand there was not gong to be 
a “sudden redaction” om Britamn’s defence capatulty “lt 
1s phased over a whole period of years. and gently phased 

too. and those reductions will only take place prow eding 
we see that the Soviet U neon are making the comparative 
reductions mm thew armed forces as well.” he sand 

In an mtervicw with Independent Radw News Mir 
Mayor paid tribute to the emternatronal condemnation of 
the coup. “I heleve ot has a very romarkallc message and 
a very remarkable warning to people cleewhere. ehether 
mm the Sovect U meen of clsewhere, about the way om which 
the mternatonal community these days eill work 

together for what they belew to be mght” he sand “We 
ded 1 om Iraq, we have done it ra the Sovect | mon end 

if necessary. ft will happen agan 

tarher on the Today programme. Labour's foreign 
atlas spokesman Croorge Robertson called tor large 
scale Western and and sand the G7 showld reconvene te 
reconsider “its rather pathetn decrwon of a few weeks 



apo” OW owe are now gorrg 6 do semecthong shout 
comvehdating what has happene’ 1 the Sovect Uren a 
well rogeere very sebstantsal beip from he West” be sand 

Thatcher Agrees To Head Gorbaches Heacth Inger 

PD 1O81T 9991 London PRESS US9O0C7T4TION 

m Emel 1155 GUT Ol dw 9 

[Test] Former Pome Menetecr Margarct Thatcher has 
agreed to a request from Ruwian Prewedent Borns V cl an 

to head a p. oposed eaquiry nto Mr Crorhaches 's health 
She «ould be prepared to go m person to the ( nmea to 
see the ousted Sovect beader. her office sand bahay 

Mr V clteon made hes pica to Vrs Thatcher om a telephone 

comversatron with her yesterday. ft was confirmed today 

Het office s respondeng by secking drstengershed doctors 
who would he mowt qualified to make the trp to the 

( remes. where Mr Crorhaches 1 thought to be behd 

“He asked her directly of she would co-ordmate seh on 

mtct. atonal committee, and she of cowrse agreed.” a 
spokesman sand “But of sously she wants to thenk how 

best thes could be don. and she has ashed the govern- 
ment tor adv-ce ~ 

It steps up the mnternatronal pressure on the coup beaders 

to make publn Mr CGrorhaches's Mate of health. quoted 
hy the punta as the reason he “stepped down” Few 

beheve the few commettier’s clams that hugh hood 
pressure and hack problems have forced hem to give ap 
office 

The government has already demanded that the new 

leaders give proof of Mir Crorhaches 's whercabouts and 
Mate of nealth 

UNITED KINGDOM 
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Newspaper le Receive More Foreign lavestment 
LD 108.4191 London PRESS US80CTITION 

m beetoh 125° GUT OY tue Yi 

[By Boh Newton, PRESS ASSOC TATION cote odor] 

[Test] THE INDEPENDENT could be lew mndependent 
m futare after a 16.25 muolhon pounds sictiong Cund- 
rareeng cyxcrorse to bovster ots finances announced today 
Publeshers of the Spanrsh acespaper EL PATS and Italy's 
LA REPU BRLIC A could end up vith more than 4! 
percent of Newspaper Publisthong. parera of THE INDE- 
PENDENT and ots Sunday ster paper 

When the pancr was «ct up, mdivedual sharcholdings 
were resirntad to 10 percent. sence extended to 15 
perocemt, to avend a burld-wp of shares by any onc 
mvestor EL PAIS and LA REPL BRLIC A. who mnpected 
71.5 millon pounds sterling into the growp lav 
November and currenth hold 14.99 percent cach. are 
underwriting the rsuc of & 25 millon pounds sterling of 
news shares to cansteng sharcholders as part of the 
financeng package The founders. who mmclude editor and 
cheet executive Andreas Whittam Smuth, are not takeng 
up thes nghts to the new shares. Hf others follow sunt. the 
foreygn papers will end up with 20.59 percent cach 
Approval rs to be sought from sharcholdcrs to relax the 
15 percent lemit. s the share msuc can proceed 

Al the same tome Newspaper Pubirsheng has arranged an 
& millon pounds sterling cred with three hanks. Pro- 
coeds from the share msue and the mew credit tacehty are 
needed to strengthen the balance sheet and fund bowes 
witel the advertrwng market umproves. The growp drs- 
closed today ot lost 6.455 millon pounds steriong betore 
tas on the oa months to March 31. enchuding a prowrvon 
of 1.9 muthon pownds sterling to pay for the micgratron 
of the daily and Sunday) papers. comsrting manly of 
redundanm payments 
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Soviet Envoy Informed of Support for Gorbachey 

LD2108182491 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
in English 1318 GMT 21 Aue 91 

[By Chris Parkin, PRESS ASSOCIATION] 

[Text] The Soviet ambassador to Ireland. Dr German 
Gventsadze. was today formally told the Dublin govern- 

ment backed European Community demands for the 
reinstatement of President Gorbaches 

The Irish position was spelled out at a mecting in Dublin 

between the envoy and Irish Foreign Minister Gerry 
Collins. The meeting. requested by Mr Collins. tollowed 
remarks last night by Dr Giventsadze in an Irish radio 
interview when he strongly defended the overthrow of 

Mr Gorbachev. The ambassador claimed the West mis- 
understood events in the Soviet Union. His comments 

IRELAND 

were seen as one of the clearest declaratsons of support 
for the coup leaders from any foreign-based Sovict 
represeniative. 

Politicians Optimistic on Mideast Hostages 
LD2008 175491 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
m Enelish 1711 GMT 20 Aue 91 

[Text] Insh politicians back home after talks with Ira- 
nian leaders today said the remaming Beirut hostages 
could be free “within a matter of days”. Euro MP Niall 
Andrews. his brother David—a senior backbencher in 
the Dublin parliament—and Irish senator Eoin Ryan. 
said at Dublin airport after returning from Tehran that 
the release by Israel of Lebanese Muslim cleric Shaykh 
‘Ubayd and other prisoners was the key to ending the 
CTISIS. 

The three were involved in behind-the-scenes negotia- 
lions prior to the release last year of hostage Brian 
Keenan 
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Government Condemns | se of Violence in Moscow 

LD2108153191 Berlin ADN in German 1307 GMT 
2) Aue Yd 

{Teat] Bonn (ADN)—The Federal Government has 
strongly condemned the use of violence in Moscow. This 
was a flagrant contradiction of the spirit and the teat of 
the CSCE documents. in particular the Par charter. 
which the Sovict Union also signed. gov. rnment 
spokesman Dicter Vogel stated today at a news conter- 
ence in Bonn. The so-called emergency committee, “if ut 
actually still exrsts at the moment” bears the sole respon- 

sibility tor the deaths of civilians during the deployment 
of tanks. Vogel emphasized. 

This morning Chancellor Helmut Kohl continucd his 
contacts with leading foreign politicians on develop- 
ments in the Sovict Umon and spoke on the telephone 
with Polish Prime Minister Krzysztof Bicleck: as well as 
Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu, the government 
spokesman announced. Tomorrow morning Kohl will 
return from his holidays and fly from Bonn to the EC 
special session of government and state heads in The 
Hague 

The spokesman for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Hanns Schumacher. said that his office telephoned the 
German ambassador in Moscow immediately before the 
news conference. Here they also discussed the possible 
journey by a Sovict parhamentary delegation to Gor- 

baches mm the Crimea. Alt present the possibility of 
representatives from Western countries being in this 
delegation cannot be ruled out, the spokesman sand. 
Should the possibility of the German ambassador also 

being able to fly arise. then he will of course do this. 

Seviet Coup Fails; Official Reactions Follow 

Government Welcomes Failure 

LDOIOST S891 Berlin ADN in German 1821 GM 
ol tue vl 

| Teat] Bonn (ADN)—The Federal Government has most 
warmly welcomed the failure of the coup in the Soviet 
Limon. Ge -ernment Spokesman Dicter Vogel stated in 
reply to an inquiry that it sees on the failure “a victory for 
all those on the Soviet Union who are not prepared to 
permit the wheel of history to be turned back.” 

li has been shown that perestroyka can not be brushed 
aside by a few functionaries who wish to restore the old 

situation. Vogel said that strong international pressure 
forced the coup leaders to give up. 

Bonn Considering ‘New Aid 

LD2108231391 Hambure DPA in German 16002 GMI 
i tue ¥l 

[Text] Bonn (DPA)—Following the crumbling of the 
coup im the Sovect Union, the Federal Government 1s 
considering massive new aid for the USSR. “A people 

FBIS-WEL -91-163 
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which resisted the coup atiempts so valiantly is entitled 

to mayor and.” Chancellery Minister Rudolf Sciuers said 
in Bonn today. 

He pointed out that Kohl had advocated rapid and 

active aid for the Soviet Unron in the past. He would 
presumably also do this at the scheduled EC summit on 
Friday. 

The defeat of the coup attempt on the Soviet Union could 

not fail to leave an impression on the Western industn- 

alized nations. Seiters said. alluding to the resistance by 
Germany's Western partners to granting Moscow mas- 
sive financial aid up until now. 

Genscher, Vogel Comment 

LD22U0S08S991 Hambure DPA in German 0813 GMT 

2? tug Yl 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DPA)—Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dietrich Genscher and the SPD [Social Democratic 
Party] parliamentary group chairman Hans-Jochen 
Vogel have both spoken oul against a massive expansion 
of financial ard from Germany to the Sovict Union. Last 
night Vogel told journalists in Bonn that financially the 
Germans have already done what they could have done. 
Now Bonn’s other EC partners have to commit ihem- 
selves more than they have up to this pomt. More 
financial commitment trom the Germans 1s impossible. 

The SPD parhamentary group leader considers an 
increase concenvable only on the provision of resources 
from Bonn tor housing construction for the Soviet sol- 
diers returning home from Germany. A prerequisite for 
this, however, was that the withdrawal of Sovict Western 
troops be made possible more quickly that hitherto 

planned. 

Yesterday Chancellery Minister Rudolf Severs (CDU) 
{Christian Democratic Union] had sand that the Soviet 
people now had the “night to a larger aid operation.” 
According to Vogel. Germany should help actively and 
“more imaginatively” so the market cconomy im the 
Sovict Union can take hold. This ts not so much a 
question of moncy 

Genscher sand that the Germans have already “proven 
their readiness to help to the best of thei ability.” He 
added on West German Radio that this has however not 
been the case with all Western states. Hopefully these 
states will draw the conclusion from the new deveclop- 
ments that more demands have now been made on the 
West. [passage omitted] 

In hes ontersiew Genscher also stated today that it has 

been shown that only Yeltsin and Gorbachev together 
are strong cnough to overcome the old thinking. 
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Seiters Favors "Extensive Aid 

LD2208092491 Hambure DPA in German OSS0 GMI 
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[ Teat] Bonn (DPA)}—According to Chancellery Minister 
Rudolf Severs. after the smashir> of the attempted coup 
in Moscow the West should be prepared to give “exten- 
sive aid™ to the Sovict Union. In contrast to this FDP 
[Free Democratic Party] Chairman Otto Graf Lambs- 
dorff makes comprehensive aid for the USSR dependent 
on far-reaching reforms toward a market economy in the 
country 

On Deutschlandfunk today Serters reaffirmed that Chan- 
cellor Helmut Kohl wail advocate this aid at the forth- 
coming sessions of the Western and industrialized states. 
In his opinion the discussions on this maticr should now 
begin “very soon.” 

Senters cited three points on thes subject: The accelera- 

tion of the agreement on the EC's association with 
Poland. Hungary. and Czechoslovakia. because this 1s 
connected with the situation im Eastern Europe. The 
OECD countries should bridge the Soviet Union's bal- 
ance of payments difficulties and make the necessary 
credit resources available for economic restructuring in 
this country. Over and above this the World Bank. the 
World Food Program, as well as the European Bank of 
Reconstruction and Development should draw up and 
co-finance a restructuring program for the Soviet Union 

Seiters recalled that the Federal Republic has already 
given the Sovict Union extensive aid. which he esti- 
mated at about 60 milhard German marks since 1989 
Lambsdorff told Deutsche Welle that the coup has not 
altered the view that the Sovect Union must itself in- 
tially create the conditions to ensure thal cconomn 
cooperation could become a tar-reaching success 

Lambsdorf! spoke of “great omissions” on the part of 
President Gorbachey. who has not tackled these reforms 
with sufficient decisiveness. 

Kohl Issues Praise 

LD2108182°91 Hambure DP 4 in German 1710GM1 
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{Text} Bonn (DPA)—Chancellor Helmut Kohl has 
promised Russian President Boris Yeltsin Germany's 
support for the democratic forces in the USSR on their 

path to political and economic reforms. According to the 
Chancellor's Office. in a telephone conversation with 

Yeltsin today lasting more than half an hour, Kohl 
invited the Russian president to visit the Federal 
Republic. Yeltsin accepted the invitation. 

Yeltsin told Kohi that he has spoken with Gorbaches on 
the phone. The president of the USSR 1s in good health. 
Kohl congratulated Yeltsin on the “great success” of 
himscl! personally. of the clected representatives of the 
Russian people. and of the people of the USSR 

GERMANY il 

The chancellor spoke of a “great day in the history of the 
Russian people.” The resistance to the coup 1s also a 
“victory of the wall to freedom and democracy. which 
would not have been possible without Yeltsin's courage 
and sicadiasiness.” Kohl 1s quoied as saying in the 
tclephone conversation. 

hohl: ‘Victory for Democracy” 

LD2108233991 Bertin ADN in German 2040 GMI 
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[Excerpts] Hamburg (ADN}—Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
this evening described the failure of the attempted coup 
mn the Soviet Union as a victory for democracy. the state 
based on the rule of law and constitutional order. and as 
4 victory over the system. In the ARD [television] 
program “Im Brennpunkt.~ he said that the mass dem- 

onstrations in Moscow were a new stage in Soviet 
history. “And I can only say that 11 1s also a good day for 
us. too. as Germans.” the chancellor said. [passage 
omitted] 

Kohl said the new stage that 1s now beginning opens up 
possibilitics for future cooperation im the sphere of 

disarmament and detente and in culture and indusiry 

Everyone would be well- advised to cooperate closely 
with the politica, leadership of the Soviet Union and 
President Gorbachey. and also with the individual 
republics. especially with the Russian Republic under 
the leadership of President Yeltsin. This also applies to 
economic cooperation. “lt would be the most stupid 
policy now just to look on with interest at what happens 
in Moscow”. the chancellor pomted out. 

What happened in Moscow directly concerns the Ger- 
mans especially 

It 1s unthinkable that there could be lasting prosperity in 
Western Europe while things are not developing posi- 
tively to the cast of the German border. Kohl contra- 
dicted remarks by Henry Kissinger and Helmut Schmidt 
to the effect that the West banked too one-sidedly on 
Crorbachey. He recalled his many talks with numerous 
Soviet politicians 

Yeltsin Called *U ndisputed Number One’ in USSR 

10 2208101891) Hambure DIE WELT in German 
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|Mantred Schell commentary: “Victory for Freedom” | 

[Text] Boris Yeltsin deserves the Nobel Peace Prizc. 
Without his courage. his energy, and wisdom, the tide 
would not have turned in Moscow. The putschists’ flight 
18 therefore his own, personal tnumph. The KGB's offer 
to lure him into visiting Gorbachev in the Crimea wes 
obviously the old guard’s last attempt to neutralia 
Yeltsin. Fortunately. he reyected the offer. 

Afier these dramatic days, Yeltsin 1s the undisputed 
number one on the USSR. His name stands for this 

Augusi revolution, which has dealt the final blow on the 
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October Revolution of 1917. leaving the machinery. the 
Army. and the KGB without any credu at all. The 
soldiers did not fire at the people. which many had 
feared. The storming of the Russian parliament did not 
materialize enther. The officers and soldiers displayed 
their loyalty to the will of the people. however. their 

point of onentation. without which there might not have 
been a good ending. was Yeltsin 

(ine may be excited to hear what Gorhaches will say 

The events were not yet quite over when former Sovict 
Foreign Minister Shevardnadze said that he hoped that 
Gorbachev was the victim and not the author of the 

putsch. That statement attracted attention and immedi- 

atcly fostered speculation as to whether Gorbaches was 
really absolutcly ignorant about the plan when he went 
on vacation, and whether he will and can return to 

power. The whole world—apart from Fidel Castro and a 
few Chinese—is relieved about the victory of freedom 

The events also showed the West how strongly the will 
for treedom and reform has meanwhile become in the 
USSR. {1 1s really umpossible to turn back the wheel of 
history. For the West this tmpuies yet another obligation 
to help. to help quickly and gencrously—while within the 
USSR one must begin removing all ultra-consers ative 
forces for good. first of all within the KGB 

Era of USSR Radical Reforms Seen |o Begin 

10 2208131691 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 
I LGEMEINE in German 22 Aue Yi pl 

[Fraz Ulrich Fack editonal: “Communism Is Deteated™ | 

[Text] The Moscow coup has failed. and the world 1s 
relieved. Future research will bring to light many causes. 
bul one of them 1s already clear today—the miscalcula- 

tion of the imitators regarding the people's role in this 
villainous act. Those who believed that the Russian 
people would continue im the same state of gloomy 
apathy with which ut had tolerated all sorts of Sovict 
totalitarian regimes. ranging from Lenin to Brezhnes. tor 
25 years, were forced to realize. at least on the second 
day of their adventure. that they were wrong. The people 

in the two large cities of Moscow and Leningrad 
revolted. called for freedom and justice. and defended 

the reformers. The world has learned another histori 
lesson 

In view Of many historical processes that took an entirely 
different course—most recently in Bening’s Tiananmen 
Square—few people capected such a devclopment. How- 
ever, a sort of democratic awakening has taken place in 
the Soviet Union in the last few years. It was pursued by 
Mikhail Gorbaches and his fellow combatants. above all 
the courageous Eduard Shevardnadze. The liberation of 
Eastern Europe from the yoke of communism has left 
deep impressions everywhere. The lesson is this Even 
orthodox figures are finding ut difficult to legitimize 
dictatorships ideologically. Acts of violence of the kind 
committed in Tiananmen Square are being considered 
atasistic. Nor should the dangers of a civil war be left out 
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of an account in which a “democratically inspired” army 

takes part. In thes respect. the situation in Moscow on 

Tuesday cvening [21 August] was on a razors cdgc 
before the putschists gave in—and lost 

Judging by the Moscow junta’s way of acting. which was 

hesitant from the very start. we might think that most of 
its members were under the pressure of such realizations 

The putschists had capected obedient submission and 

had banked on the mtimidating citect of the tanks. 
however. that 1s no longer cnough today Without any 
legitimacy. suddenly being in the dazzling lomelight of an 
outraged international public. and stumbling over their 
own hes. their awkward and clumsy appearances seemed 

to reflect their guilty conscience and were hardly apt to 
win any suppcs.crs. Soon. this also held truc tor the 

Army and the security organs. even though some of them 

accepted the putsch because they were bound to teecl 

disadvantaged in the era of reforms 

Guven all the signs of weakness and scruples (which— 
and this should at least be mentioned—hasc saved many 

lives). the punta just could not win, With Borrs Yeltsin 

however. they were facing a people's tribune whose 

courage. resolve. and persuasive power became the tocal 

point of resistance. although i was resistance without 
any military means—an historically unique act 

The reformers’ victory 1s shifting the geopolitical torces 

in the direction of freedom. democracy. and the market 

cconomy once again—as ut did following the great 
change in Germany and Eastern Europe. Now the road 1s 
also clear in the foundering Soviet l nion—a road that 
the nations in the backyard of the former empire 
embarked upon long ago. Now an end can be put to that 
nomenclature mm the state. the economy. and the Army. 
which has so far resisted every reform cftort—largels 
successfully. It was their threatening attitude that gave 
the subjugated people the feching that the counterrevo- 
lution was just a matiecr of time—until ut really began 

These chques’ backs have now been broken. and a 
democratic and federative sysiem can now be built 
Judging by the course of events. we can predict who will 
complete the definitive departure from the policy of the 
“ancien regime” —Borrs Yeltsin. the hero of Moscow. In 
the past. people defined him as a radical reformer to 
indicate that hrs sdeas about the restructuring of society 
were far away from reality. Now he vs free to pul an end 
to the half-hearted reforms that marked the policy of 

Crorbaches who 1s so deserving otherwise 

What 1s becoming increasingly clear about al! reform 
efforts in Eastern Europe rs this, The larger the remains 
of a real cxrsting socialism thal a country. its economy 

and society drag along. the worse the opportunities tor 
quick reconstruction are. If Gorbaches had given the 
peasants real ownership of soil and land. and had taken 

away their fear of suffering the fate of kulaks that ther 
grandfathers had suffered —both were prevented by 
socialism, which continued to cxnst—the Soviet Enon 
would offer a better picture. at least om agricultural 
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production. This 1s one of the many chances missed by 
the reformer who did not want, or was perhaps unable. to 
be “radical.” 

Moscow this August has changed the world once again. 
and ut has again changed ut for the better. The nations 
have been spared the renarssance of the Sovict system 
and new confrontations in international politics. Peace 
has become much safer. The specter of Communism no 
longer has a chance to haunt Europe. 

Gorbachev's Decline, \ eltsin’s Chances Viewed 

il 2108161791 Franktart/Main FRANAEFURTER 

WLGOEMEINE in German 21 tue 91 

[Werner Adam commentary: “Putschists on Top of the 
Volcano” } 

[Text] Have the putschists in Moscow miscalculated” 
Will the assumption of the reactionaries within the KGB 
and the party machinery thai they could count on the 
solid support of the Sovict Armed Forces to shield their 

putsch turn out to be a dangerous miscalculation” The 
fact that first tank units and airborne units abandoned 
the military front against the democratic forces rs reason 
for hope. but at the same time i 1s to be feared that a 
cil war might break out even among the 4 millon 
Army members 

Gorbaches has never been on good terms with the 
ecnerals, and he was asking quite a lot from them in the 
past two years. The troop withdrawal from Eastern and 
Central Europe. which has been regarded as all too hasty 
by numerous military. let alone the disarmament agree- 
ments with the West. which they consider much too 

far-reaching. have nourished discontent: Moreover. the 
fecling of discontent increased because the withdrawal 
and the reduction of these units was not accompanied by 

any cconomic or social measures that would offer the 
discharged officers civihan jobs and the returning sol- 
ders and their families accommodation that was at least 
acceptable. Since. on addition, the Soviet president was 
Irving to convert parts of the extravagant arms indusiry 

to the production of consumer goods. those people in the 
Army leadership who were disenchanted with CGor- 

baches were youned by the politically more imflucntal 
and cconomically more powerful reform opponents of 
the so-called military -indusinal comple. 

CGrorbachey might have had a forchoding about this 
danger when a few weeks ago he yielded to the generals’ 
demands for mercasing military spending again and 
promised another 20 billion rubles for the current budgct 
year. Sull. the conspiracy against him, which had obvi- 

ously already been mnitiated prior to that. could no longer 
be stopped 

Nevertheless. the military was hardly the main instigator 

of the coup, even though. as of late, Defense Minuster 
Yazov and his chict of staff, Varennikoy. would miss no 

opportunity to capress ther discontent. The imuitiators 
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are much more likely to be found in the party hcadquar- 
ters. the Interior Ministry. and the Lubyanka. the KGB 
headquarters—the notorious three initials that stand for 
the world’s biggest enterprise in state security. cspronage. 

and sabotage. A one-time protegee of former KGB chief 
Andropov. Gorbachev seemed to have much beticr 
relations with this body than with the generals. but he 
obviously underestimated the KGB's determination to 
avond by all means any threats to the continuation of the 
Sovect empire. which the KGB saw in danger through the 
Union treaty that was ready to be signed. 

Just as among the younger Armed Forces officers one 
can assume that among the KGB agents. some of whom 
are well-trained, there are a number of convinced sup- 
porters of comprehensive reform. More than the mill- 
tary. however, the security bodies, together with the 
party officials and state bureaucrats. are part of the 
several millon members of the nomenklatura, which 1s 
not only anxious to preserve the union of the multina- 
tion state, but also to preserve thei own assets, and their 
many and various privileges. Here it 1s particularly the 
KGB that disposes of powers that must not be underes- 
tumated: after all, directly or indirectly, « commands 
almost one and a half million men in uniform, including 
both the caqursitely equipped border protection troops 
and the units responsible for intenor security. which are 
formally controlled by the Interior Ministry. and whose 
deadly spearhead are the “black berets.” 

What do the democratic movements, which wanted to 
yon forces mm a kind of umbrella organization with 
considerable support by former fellow fighters of Gor- 
hachey's in Moscow neat month. have to counter these 
challenges’ The putschists musi certainly not beleve 
that they are safe—and they certainly do not, which 
became clear in the first appearance they made and their 
awkward aticmpts to justify why they overthrew the 
president 

Although im view of repeated disappomiments, the 
majority of Sovict citizens tend to succumb to resigna- 
ton and were presented with nothing but an old- 
fashioned orthodo, Stalinist mixture of cynicism. hy poc- 
risy. and fraud. Gorbachev's internal perestroyka shows 
it has a more than ephemeral effect. It 1s expressed in the 
fact that—which for the unseated 1s a painful irony of 
history —not only the first units of the Armed Forces, but 
also miners and even numerous non-Russians are 
mounting the barricades not so much for him as for 
Russian President Yeltsin 

Yeltsin. as the first freely clected politician of impor- 
tance mn the USSR, who recently banned the Communist 
Party cells from administrative bodies and enterprises. 
thus decrecing the desiruction of the basic pattern of the 
CPSU and thus also contributing to speeding up the 
putsch—preparations for which had obviously begun 

some time ago—-has become a shining symbol for the 
democratic forces and the most dangcrous opponent for 
the reactionaries. To support him should be the West's 
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policy. and particularly of those statesmen who thought 

that they could not do so in the past out of consideration 
for Gorbaches. 

West Warned About Returning to Cold War 

iL 2108153591 Munich SLUEDDELTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 21 Aue Yl p 4 

[Josef Jofie eduional: “The West and the Gang of Sin] 

[Text] Was at all in vain” No, of course not. Since 1985. 
the world has changed with—and owing to—Gorhbaches . 
The Soviet Union reyoined the international community. 
which ut had left in 1917. The glacier of Soviet power 
that had reached the Elbe River in 1945 began to move 
away from Europe. For the first time in the 20th century. 
genuine disarmament was agreed upon—both in the 
nuclear and in the conventional areca. Conflicts ranging 
from Afghanistan to Cambodia. which had seemed to 
last forever. came closer to compromise solutions. Dic- 
laiors were overthrown, and democracy was beginning to 
grow on the soil that had been cleared of we 

Was what we were doing for Gorbachey not enough’ 
This question alone 1s bound to create legends. The main 
Western powers—ranging from Helmut Kohl to Marg- 
aret Thatcher and Reagan and Bush—had firmly 
embraced Mikhail Grorbaches and had showered him 
with symbole and material presents. The West was 
showing a very low profile in the Baltics because ut 
wanted to back Gorbaches—irrespective of self- 

determination and human nights. When Bush was in the 
Ukraine very recently he pledged loyalty to the man who 
has now been overthrown—against Yeltsin and against 
the republics 

However, the Germans who pul the most stakes on 
Gorbachey could just as well have burned their German 
marks on Red Square. (The subsidies. financial pledges. 
guaranices. and unpaid exports of the former GDR 
amount to $7 bilhon German marks.) Investments in a 
bankrupt firm can. at best. delay bankruptcy. That 1s 
where the tragedy begins. Gorbachey was a man with the 
best intentions. but he was always more brilliant as a 
tactician than as a strategist. I 1s not the malicrous gice 
of people who know better, but a realistic review of 
developments in recent years that makes us arrive al the 
conclusion that history has always been cruel! to half- 
hearted revolutvonaries. Eventually. the power cxperis 
rally to fill the gap between high-flying expectations and 
painful reality. Andrey Sakharov will probably be night 
with the depressing prophecy he made im 1989: “Cor- 
bachev's failure does not represent 2 danger. but what 1s 
dangerous 1s a policy that eventually makes us indil- 
ferent to Gorbaches's fate” 

What should be done” Lenin's classic question will worry 
the Moscow gang of six even more than the West—this 1s 
part of the answer. Their endless “emergency statement” 
shows that it has nothing to offer, except law and order. 
reseniment, and patriot appeals. (Lenin was at icast 
able to offer a great sdeological dream.) The slogan on a 
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“price treeze and wage mcrease” shows that. like the 
Bourbon kings. the counterrevolutionarics have for- 
gotten nothing and have learned nothing. Thus spending 
power rs mcreasing whereas supply 1s decreasing. goods 
are disappearing from the market. That 1s the classic 
formula of economic dots who want to calm down the 
people but will only accelcrate the hidden inflation. (The 
budgct deficut amounts to 15 percent of the gross 
national product now.) The return to the command 

cconoms 1s blocked. The putschists will quickly realize 

that with the old methods. they are only using insiru- 
ments that do not move anything. Terror’ That 1s a lever 
that can only be used to bully people. not to motivaic 

them—al least not in the postindusinial cra where free 
informatson 1s even more precious than oil and iron 

The junta has not inherited Stalin's war cconomy bul a 
black hole. if 1 wants to stay in power, 1 must avon the 
porson of autarchy and seck cooperation with the West 

Such cooperation must be reyected—while agreements 
have to be strictly observed—if the Soviet Jaruzelskis 
imiroduce an we-age at home or even make force their 
program. That 1s the second part of the answer. and we 
owe this answer to Gorbaches and our own realpolitik. It 

1s Still not clear whether thes “ancien regime” will strike 
roots. Possibly. a common policy of rsolation and refusal 
can banish the putsch like a nightmare 

To be sure. the gang of six has said that they will honor 
all international commitments, however. ict us not 
deceive ourselves. Those who. for lack of a program. can 
only appeal to the “tatherland™ will cling to the logic that 

Shakespeare's Henry IV. the usurper. passed on to his 
son on his death bed. So the new masters will revive the 
well-inned enemy images. That means the West will have 
to prepare for a conflict. Getting back to business as 
usual Must not mean pursuing a policy of appeasement 

This does not mean that cold war should be revived: ut 
signals that the relapse mto dictatorship has its price 

Generally. a new realism vs called for, History docs not 
move straight into the Western heaven. Saddam and the 
Serbs have already proved this. We can be happy now 

that Kohl resisted every temptation in 1989/90 and 
brought all of Germany into the Western alliance The 
Soviet Union and the world have become less predict- 
able. The “new world order” could very well turn out to 
be a very old order where mad nationalities and doomed 
empires sect the ugly tone again. In bad times. a good 
insurance policy 1s more than just the law of cleverness 

ht offers a chance for a future where the Yanayevs and 
Miloses ics are exposed as anachronisms 

Waigel Declines Invitation From Soviet Union 

LD2108135691 Hambure DPA in German 0941 GMT 

2) Aue 9! 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DP A)}—Finance Minister Theo Wargel 
provisionally docs not want to accept the Moscow invi- 
tation of 7 August on “bilateral consulations.” On 7 
August. in the name of Sovict President Mikhail Gor- 
bachey. who was ousted thes week. and the Moscow 
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government. Sovict Ambassador to Bonn Viadrsias 
Terechos mvited Wargel tor a visit on “bilateral consul- 
tlavons.” it was to take place “obviously with the 
required number of caperts m August. al the latest on 10) 
September this year ~ 

The finance minister, Commenting on this to AUGS- 
BL RGER ALLGEMEINE. sasd the trip had no purpose 
“unt a was known how domestic and foreign polices 
would continuc and whech coonomn« course would be 
taken.” W angel told the Sovict side he would firsé ontact 
the Britesh Chancellor of the Exchequer. who now chairs 
the (+-7 and who was in Moscow a short time ago. W ange! 
warned the Aremiin “We onsist on adherence to all the 
Ircatics.”” [passage omitted] 

W aige! made ut clear to the paper that if he one day gives 

Moscow an answer. “then | will particularly ask about 
those who have advanced the course of reform on the last 
few scars and months m order to make ut clear to the 
Soviet leadership that we have not forgotien the polith- 
cians who began thes difficult and risky path.” In hight of 
the unclear devclopments among those now im power, 
W aige! stressed that om the transitvonary treaty on the 

withdrawal of Sovict troops from Germany. commut- 

ments on both sides are quite clearly linked. No figures 
have been agreed for supporting the imtegration of sol- 
doers returning home or for the burlding of housing. for 
which Bonn alone has spent 7.8 billhon German marks 
[passage omitted] 

Brandenburg-| SSR Troop ‘Hotline’ Set Up 

LDO1TOS180391 Berlin ADS on German 1222 GMI 
ol tue 9 

[Text] Zossen (ADN}—Immediately after talks with the 
commander in chief of the Western group of Sovict 
Armed Forces in Greermany. Licutenant General Matvey 
Burlakos. the Brandenburg Minister-President Mantred 
Stolpe sand at midday today that it has been agreed to set 
up a hothne between Wuensdort and Potsdam. After the 
exchange of opmmon he rs returning to the land capital 

“optimistic for Brandenburg and Germany.” The 
Soviets conveyed normality and reaffirmed that they are 
adhering to the troop withdrawal plan. Stolpe said that 
neither side dramatized anything. There are no signs of a 
storm of Soviet asylum-seekers or deserting soldiers 
Through level-headed behay ror Brandenburg now has to 
make a contribution to seemng that the situation remains 
relaxec and calm 

Al present there are stell around 100.000 soldiers sta- 

tioned on Brandenburg out of about 270.000 in castern 
CGeermany 

SPD Leader Assures Shevardnadze of Support 

LDO108191291 Hambure DP 1 in German 10S0GM7 

ll tue 9! 

| Text] [No dateline as recenved] (DPA)}—The leader of 
the Social Democratic Party [SPD] parhamentary group 
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also spoke to Shevardnadze and assured him thal 
German social democrats were on the side of those who 
are gathering around thew democratically clected repie- 
sentatives. According to an SPD communication. the 
former Sovect foreign menisicr sand he 1s convinced that 
the aliempt to turn the wheel of history backward would 
tail 

Law on Soviet Emigration Remains | achanged 

LDO108 1809+) dlambure DP 1 on German 1230G6M1 
ing vi 

jExcerpt] Bonn (DPA}—Interor Minisicr Wollgang 
Schacuble has reyected an amendment or deiction of 
Article 116 of the Basic Law. which allows Germans 
from the Sovect Umon and other Eastern Luropcan 
countries to emigrate to the Federal Republic, During a 
mecting of the Christian Democratic Unron/Christian 
Social U nvon parhamentary group mn Bonn today. Schac- 
uble sand “We well contenuc to take full responsrbility 

for the Germans im the setilements. who have— 

representing us—sulicred much ~ [passage omiticd] 

Genascher Warns Against SERY Border \ iolations 

LDO1OSIS2 2991 Hambure DP 1 in German 1008 GMI 

ine Vl 

[Text] Bonn (DP4A)}—Poregn Minister Hans-Dictrich 
Genscher has emphasized the Federal Government's 
stance that cach violation of the imternal borders of 
Yugoslavia will be a heavy burden for Europe and will 
make the negotiation process mn Yugoslavia more diffi- 
cult. Thes 1s true for all the Yugoslav republics. stressed 
Genscher today im Bonn during talks with Eyup Gann 

member of the presidium of the Vugoslay Republic of 
Bosnia-Heroegos ina 

Greermany expects all the parties on V ugosias ia to stop the 

use of force. Genscher expressed the hope that the 

neg diations mow taking place mm Belgrade will bring 
progress for the future of the country 

Soviet Officers Lo laspect Bundeswehr Divisions 

LD2108075791 Hambure DPA on German OO1S GMI 

7) tue Yl 

| Text] Oldenburg Moscow (DP A)}—T wo siafl officers of 
the Sovict Armed Forces have arrived today at the 
military aerport on Ablhorn near Oldenburg for a one-day 

inspection of Bundeswchr divisions within the frame- 
work of the CSCE agreements. They flew in from 
Moscow. The officers intend to examine the check 
equipment and personne! data at a mechanized division 
in Oldenburg They will be accompanied by officers from 
the center tor verification of the Bundenswehr in Cer 
lenkirchen 
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President Von Weizsaecker on L nification Issucs 

LD2108174191 Berlin ADN on German 0604 GMI 
21 Aug Yl 

[Text] Berlin (ADN)}—President Richard von Weiz- 
saccker has sasd thal 1 1s necessary for the Germans im 
the cast and the west “to develop the scrious will, over 
and above the purcly material. to really grow together” 
The more this succeeds. the sooncr will the present “very 
difficult phase in the coonomic and social sphere” be 
overcome, Weizsaccker sand in Berlin in an intcrsicw 
with ADN. 

“In the cast and the west we had a fecling of unity over 
all the years yet were. m reality. sill msufficiently 
prepared for the nascent chance of unification.” the 
president said in view of the forthcoming first anniver- 
sary of unification im a few weeks time 

However, the measures taken both internally and exter- 
nally to establish the state unification and full sover- 
cignty of the unsted Germany “have only proved them- 
selves really necessary when seen in the light of the most 
recent events.” The principles of a state under the rule of 
law. the economic system and the social order in which 
the Germans wish to live are not conicntious. “But this 
docs not change the fact that the task of sharing has to 
mean in the first place sharing a destiny and the burdens 
of destiny. The united Germany 1s not just an old 
Federal Republic which has merely grown im size, We 
have to learn and we will learn to understand this and 
take ut seriously upon ourselves in the west. too—from 
where large-scale material ard for the unification process 
emanates.” 

The Germans should not encounter cach other as “a 

sucoessful and a failed social formula.” the head of state 
said. “Everyone led a life in the past. Here. the burdens 
were varyingly difficult. But this life should not be 
viewed in hindsight as having been led for nothing. seen 
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as beung something to gct nd of. Human life 1s carned on 
and has to be shared. We will learn ut mm a untied 
Germany whech. other than im cariver German history. 

sees itself as a firm componcni of the western democra- 
cs and the Europcan Community .~ It 1s also necessary 
on thes basis “to accept imto ths Europe our castern 
neighbors. who belong to Europe as we do” 

In thes Connection the president 1s of the opinion that the 
events on the USSR will not lead to a revival of the cold 
war. “There could of course be an influence on micrna- 
tional politecs. but there will not be a return to East-West 
confrontation such as in the Brezhnes cra.” Both Gor- 
baches and Yanayes whom he has seen three tomes thes 
year, referred to the fact thal peresiroyka im the Sovect 
Union vs an irreversible process, Weizsaccker sand. The 
Federal Republic has a “vital interest in the promise for 
mutual support. which was also signed im the paris 
charter of the CSCE states by the USSR. being adhered 
to in order to prevent a degeneration of the democratic 
processes” 

Weizsaccker sand thai Monday's events im the Sovict 
Unmon were “without democratic legitimacy.” On the 
other hand “through the Gorbachev cra a new spirit 1s 
working mm the Sovict Union which « showing rsclf in 
the resistance to undemocratic intervention.” The fact 
that Poland. Czechoslovakia. Hungary. Bulgaria and 
other countries have a democratically legitimate. free 
type of state remains among Gorbaches's lasting contr- 
butions. “There was the same development in the GDR. 
and pursuant to this the unification of Germany. These 
processes will endure.” According to the president. there 
must also be an instance thai the disarmament mea- 
sures taken remain in effect. 

In reply to a question whether he has a message for the 
Sovict soldiers stationed in Germany. the federa! presi- 
dent sand: “T's: ssiuation 1s quiet. The contractual agree- 
ments are clear. It 1s necessary to carry them out to the 
letier without hesitation and without pressure ~ 
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President Mitterand Welcomes Fad of Sovict ( oup 

Sends Message to Gorbaches 

LDJ10817 3991 Pars France tater Radw Networt 

m trenakh DTOOGMI OM twe Vi 

[Text] Francon Mitterrand has sent a personal message 
to Mikhail Gorbaches in whech he capresscs hes frend. 
ship and hes recognition. Thrs message will be handed to 
the Sovict president by a French diplomat in Moscow 

Views Latest Development, 

LDI208035 191 Paris intenne-2 Televiuon Netaort 

in French I800GMTI Ol ine i 

[Statement by and intersvicw wath President Franco 
Mitterrand by unidentified reporters in Pars on 2! 
August —recorded] 

[Text] [Mitterrand] According to news we have recenved 
in Parts as well as in all capitals. ot scems al thes moment 
that the Moscow putch has tasled and thai already the 
regular authorities are able to resume thew tunctroms 
again. The fact that the putch has fasled did not surprise 
me because I have never stopped thinking that thes 1s 
how things would end up The putch was truly dan- 
gcrous, first of all for the people on the ground People 
were killed or myured. and great courage was needed 
among the political leaders. partecularly Mr Velisen. to 
meet danger tace to face. He was able to tell me about 
this on the telephone this morning because al the lime we 
were talking nothing had been settled yet. and be told 
me We are determined to remain inside the besieged 
parhament as long as 1s needed and regardless of the 
risks involved 

The putch was also dangerous tor the immediate devel- 
opment of perestroyka toward mmcrcased democracy and 
this goes without saying Ht was an unrcalistn superficial 
putch. however | thought so rmmediately and conveyed 
my vicws On this to the 10) of Tl heads of Mate who 

became frantx as carly as Monday morning startong 
with Mr Lubbers. Netherlands prime minister and pres- 
ident of the European ( ouncel, whom | asked to convene 
the European ( ouncil—the heads of state and of govern. 
ments of the 12) European countrics—as carly as pos 
sible. something he has done Neat Friday's |2) August] 
mecting loses most of its meaning now of course The 
putch was unrcalisin because to had no ideological 
support. no leading thought. t had no political support 
because the party did not move uf had no popular 
support as you all saw on the prctures and finally of had 
no histor support as | ined to arguc on 14 August by 
showing thal 1 was so anachronrtn that | did not thenmk 
there would be any real danger tor world peace and tor 
the powers interested in the stabelity of Russia and of the 
Soviet U non 

Help was needed however In France om partnular we 
trved. we had to help those putting up resistance there on 
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the ground. I did u direct. as best I could. through 
messages. masseoms. tclephonc calls. a message to Mr 
(orbaches. a tclephone call to Mr. Gorbhaches — 

unsuccessiul because | could not reach hiom—bul a 
successiul one to Mr. Bors Yeltsin. The laticr told me 
how mmportant thes was for them and asked ms author 

valon to mention this in the speech he was goung to 
make to the Supreme Sovict. to Russia's members of 
parhament so thes would tecl boosted by the support 

from the democratx powers Indirectly) we also orga- 
mized a huge micrnational cham as carly as Monday 
morning im the hour following the news of the putch | 
phoned Mr. Lubbers as | told vou. followed by Messrs 

Bush. Mayor. Kohl. Andreott. Gronzalez After that | 
phoned Vaclas Havel m Crechosiovahia, Walesa in 

Poland. Mulroney mm Canada. and so on. I beleve that 
thes proot of solidarity by a great part of the workd—in 
any case by the entire democratn world. played at least 
a usctul role. if not a decisive one because the crodu 
belongs to the Sovicts and Russians who said mo there on 
the ground and risked thes lives 

Thess «ss what | wanted to tell you thes evening The 
creates some duties for us Those who vesterday crit 

ved our stand on favor of Mr. Grorbaches and conmsd- 
cred ut to be wasted. to be rashly invested money. who 
laughed at us and accused us of berg naive and who. im 
fact. have been showing extraordinary zcal mm the past 
three days. a zeal scemuingly surpassing ours on favor of 
those thes have not helped. they did not want to help I 

must be well understood that we have duties We do not 
honor these duties through measures taken just for the 
sake of appearances. | was asked to convene the Parka 
ment. | am all mm favor of parhamentary scswons bul 
what would we have looked Ihe thes evening what 
impact would the pan. cxcttatron. speculatroms have 

had on the nerves of the population which has the nght 
to be worrved | do not see how we can allow a number of 
hot-blooded officials to govern France one day Ido not 
wish thes upon my country 

The putsch also shows another thing Ht shows the great 
strength of the forces of modernization and democrat 

vavvon following Mr Gorhaches and perestrovka The 
latter 1s. after all. launched and. finally. all thes works 
well even if there are bith accidents on the way 1 rs thes 

popular force which 1s so cxhelarating and which wc must 

continuc to encourage We shall have to help | am 
calling upon the great powers who can do so as well as on 
publ opinion to close ranks to contribute to the almost 

ceria success of the progress of democracy on the Sov ret 
tL mon Thes 1s all | wanted to tell vou and I reassure all 
those who hear me | no more thought France was om 
danger on Monday evening than | do thes evening Let us 
be carctul not to become pathetn to start to comtuse the 
msucs of mulitary pulsches coonomies jc hanges 

thought) France was not mn danger neither was peace at 
least not om the emmediate future. and the speed wah 
which the popular forces and several poliinal headers 

managed to ovcroome the dramatn situatvon shows that 
we are on the mght path The mam thing 1 te conmtenm 

the sam” way 
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Ladecs and geniicmen. I have asked you to be hind 
enough to youn me this evening on behalf of your tcics)- 
won channels because al least some of you could have a 

gucstion 10 pul to me on what | have sad and on other 
things 

[Reporter] Mr. Pressdent. the events were very. very 
raped. Forty-cght hours ago. on this very spot. you 
appeared to consider that there was a real danger 

because; you even asked the putschists to give a certam 
numbe: of guaranices. furthermore. you believed that 
the coup dctat could succeed. bul thal was gorng 
against the flow of history So. mm sour opinion. what was 
i that brought the putsch to nothing today” How do you 
explann the kind of pessimism that was felt on Monday 
which os no longer teh today” Should we not finally draw 
the conclusson that France should go further im is 
support for the most democrats forces. in other words. 

those who want to go as far as the perfection of democ- 
racy. whech has not always been the caw with the 
government in power. the Sovect Government. that 1s” 

[Mitterrand] You are quite mght about this last port 
You are not quite mght mm the analysis of m) sate of 
mind on Monday. as | sand clearly that in m) opinion 
thes coup. thes putsch. had no chance of succeeding 
What | did not know. however, and was something 
which was om fact extremely dangerous arc worrying 
was that « was doomed to fail. bul at what col’ | must 
sas that | feared for Mr. Crorhaches 's lite | feared tor the 
life of those who were holding the Russian parhament 
against the mulitary forces of the people of the putsch 
There cowld have been hundreds of thousands of deaths 
and on thes port there was good reason for concern on 
Monday We know today that the optemimin analyser 
that whech could speculate on the truc. profound. imicl- 
lectual and political ecakness of the perpetrators of the 
putsch. on the end was what actually happened So much 
the better’ ()n the other hand. tor us to push still further 
the clements which want more democracy —ot course wc 
have to take the real situatron imto account the 

certam,. and | cxapressed thes mm another way a long tome 
ago now. at the beginning of peresiroyka Betore the 
changes that took place throughout the countries of 
( central and Eastern Europe. 1 sand The revolutvon that 
s begenneng in Moscow well return to Moscow after 
having trascled around Europe—it you will allow me to 
remind you of thes phrase which you no dou have not 

forgotton 

[Reporter] Mr Prevdent. do you mean thal now that 
Mir Grorhaches has been saved he should be granted the 
credits which the London summu more of lew refused 
hm and «= ot hem of no  Veltem. to whom you pay 

homage for hrs courage who rs the porson who emerges 
from thes creses as the central figure of resistance” 

|Mitterrand) He was not arrested and he revealed hes 
profound qualities which are these as you havc just sand 

ofa man of great courage. of great firmness of great 
energy Lesten. 1 1s not for me to choose the neal leaders 
of the Sovect lL nvon Murcower. for the ume beng a is 
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the legstemate leaders who return to thew places. lt ss 
possible that there might be changes. bul 1 1s the peopic 
and the qualified assembhics which will decade thes We 
will help those «ho are there. and naturally Mr Cror- 
haches and Mr. Vecltsin 

[Reporter] And the credits. which have been measured 
oul only very meagrely so tar’ 

[Moetterrand] In sputc of France. because France has 
always pleaded thes cause. and 1 6 4 maticr on which our 
opposition on France has constantly criticized me_ I have 
comstantly calleé tor real asd. greater asd. so peresiroyka. 
whech «= the herald of treedom and democracy. the 

prelude to a truce democracy i the Sovict U non. can be 
sustanned. can succeed It 1s tor thes reason. of course. 
thal i was Mecessary to make a greater effort than that 
whech was made and thes was my pica in London. many 
clements of which my partners accepted. bul m my 
Opinion not cnough 

[Reporter] Mr President. you were saying just now that 
deep down vou never beheved mm the success of this 
operation because the men who led the putsch had no 

popular support and were going against the flow of 
histor, NScverthciess. one wonders a little ahout the 

untoldong of thes coup d ctat about the conditions under 
ehech ft took place Was « an act of desperation” Would 
one have to say wrth some cynscum that 4 was badly 
prepared’ Some also are wondering about a remark by 
the former foreign menester Mr Shevardnadze who sad 
yesterday that he did not want to emagine tor a scoond 
that Mr Crorhaches was directly of mndirectl) mined up 
m thes operatron What are your techngs’ 

|Miutterrand) | could not beheve thes Kaowmng Mr 
frorhaches with whom | have very real. longstanding. 
and deep ties of trendshup. hes character quite the 
opposite So l cannot beheve a What I can beheve. on 
the other hand rs that everything was hadly done on this 
putsch but that they possessed brute force at the outset. 
one mught omagine the AGB the poloe—and what 
polooc—and the Army with tanks and soldiers who obey. 
but not all of whom obey We saw thes ht could have 
been a tragnally bloods eprade We have seen such days 
m hestory The ms what | might have feared. but for the 
rest. no. | always had confidence 

[Reporter] Is « m your opmmon the lat spasm of this 
hend. the last opevatron of should one fear other 

[Mitterrand mmtcrrupts| | do not see how could be 
posse to launch an adventure of thes hind again im 
terms of armed illegality There may. of course be acrd 

politnal Competition and there remaims an unresolved 
problem —that thie putsch took place on the eve—and 
no dow the « not enconnected—on the eve of the 
signing of the | neon treaty concerning the way in which 
relatroms are goung to be constetutonally n gulated 
between the republics which are demanding thei inde- 
pendence and the Sovrct tmon above them. what 
powers will be granted to cach wide. and how they ell be 

shared owt The protic still cxnts. so I beleve thal 1 ns 
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regarding that probiem and the cconomn succes of a 

people whoch rs suffcring a great deal that the poles lunes 
of the future will be mapped out 

[Reporter] Mr. Pressdent. 4 ss rather an unusual ores 
because one sees creel socket) appearing So m your 
opinion. 1s the great \xtor of these dramatn hours not 
the Russian poopie” 

[Mutterrand] (ne could sa, thes, and I beheve thal a na 
vice which os both just and generous (few figures 
became the embodiment of ths poopie It ez. all the 
same. vers moving and beauiitul to sce Bors Veli 
standing on a tank. shaking the hand of a soldecr After 
all, was he cera of thes soldier's refleses. preachong 
without a aacrophonc. without any means of broad- 
casting. to the people who were there. comung hack to 
lock themscivcs on the parhament and porned by \ arrows 

publi figures who knew whal they were rrskong—quite 
simpls thew lives—I am thinking of Mir Shevardnadze 
I think there were many parhamentanans | was amazed 
1 sard just a while back Are thes goung to come” Ves. 
thes are there So. there «as the capressson by the 
represeniativcs of the people who understood the soul of 

thew people. so thus. on the end. of 1s the poople who are 
the sectors 

Soviet Umbassador Views Latest Developments 

LDI 20805 1491 Pars brancedoter Radu Netacnt 

m trnmh “MGMT Ol tue 9! 

[Test] You can hear the reaction of Sovect Ambassador 
to France Yuri Dubinin to events mm the 1 SSR 

[Begin Dubinin recording. in French] I sae with my own 
eyes the cnormous damage done to m) country s omage 
and to every thong that was accomplished mm the past tew 
years also a1 the international level To make up tor all 

thes. | would whe to tell vow that | am absolutel: certam 

it os also my desire but | am also abeolutels cortam that 

everything that eas achieved on the past few \cars—and 
these achievements arc of historn emportance at inter. 

national level as regards the changes on E wrope and on the 
vorld—eaill not only be restored wmmmeditclh m the 
coming days Furthermore | also believe that we all have 
been taught a lesson. namely that we are all lenked and 
micrdependent and thal ee must step up cflorts to 
develop cooperation to build a new world fend 
recording] 

Political Groups Air Views on Soviet Coup 
PUNT te!) Pons 1d WONDE we lems 

J) tue Vip 2? 

{t natirbuted report “Cippositien Strewes Sood To 

Support Detense Effient”) 

[Text] The ouster of Mir Gorhaches and the ontroduc- 
hon of a Mate of emergency m the Sovect Ut neon 

cundemnce by all polinal leaders. are arowseng thew 
anmuect) Most of them want a European mitatne to 
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support the demacratxn forces. and scvcral om the oppo- 
whon note that a 6 a had tome for France to om mage 
reducing ts dctemse cfton 

The condemnation of the coup by commen atncs m the 
Sovet Limon on Monday 19 August = gencral m 
poluxal corcies ht was capressed m partnular on 

Monday. 14 August by Natronal Assembly Speaker Lae- 
remt Fateus (French Socsalest Party. PSE) eho sae that 

“the coup dctat ehech overthres Mir Crorhaches icads 
the Sovect UL meon up a bend alles ~ “CH course” Mr 

Fatwus added. “the couragcous pols of coonoman and 
political ectorm cmbadeed fh the Sovet prowdent 

cmoountcred numerous ofstactes Ws success was far 
trom boung guarantoed bul calleng 4 inte gucsion 1 
doomed to tature ~ Mechel V auzctlc (PSE) charrman of 
the Natonal Awembl) Foreign Affairs € ommmwon 
attributed the tasure of the coonema reform” to the tact 

that Mir Crorhaches “did not recenve ail the support he 

needed trom the Sovect populatron ~ but he reaffirmed 
the wemportame of the “Wherahvahon proccess” «ct mm 

moton hy the ousted present. and he capressed the 

hope that “the mtcrnatronal community. through cco- 

nome and financial preveurc will have the opportuni) 
to wnflucnce the course of events” 

‘The putsch by Sovect comservatives. tragn from the 
imternal vice pont and dangerous from the mmtcrnatwnal 
see POt. a Detter Blow to the cmerging freedom m 
that country and to the detente process Saried m 

Europe Prancow Fillon (Rally tor the Repubixn RPR) 

deputy tor La Sarthe and tormer chawman of the 
National Assembly Defense Commawon sand He 
expressed the view that “two concepts of the empire two 

concepts of ts futurc. and two concepts of gov crament 
are now taceng cach other and are about te clash and 
that “although the Sovect U neon’s ‘ate 1s om its poople s 

hands France together with ots European pariners. must 
support democracy calmly and firmly ~ In the same 
spore, Charles Pasgua chaurman of the Senate RPR 
group. m hes capact) as coordmator of the Senate 
mayority sent the presedent of the Republa a telegram on 
whech he asks hom “to endefinstch suspend all forms of 
frnancial and coonomen and” to the Sovect U mon “wate 
the Soret € meon's logal authorities have hoen restored © 

In bes message. Vir Pasqua also ranscs the question of 
national defense tunding. the reduction of whah he 
remarks. “rs clearly both moppertunce and dangerous — 
The RPR leaders all stressed thes pont on Monday and 
Jacques ( horace stressed that “the coup dctat. m addy 

tron to the sttuathon on Yugoslavia which ms verging on 
ond ear unfortunatel shows that the moves on Eastern 
turope toward democracy are wnpredaxtatc and may 
become dangerous for our whole content” “Thr 
shows the RPR chanman added. “how dangerous ut 6 
to cownt on the end of the cold war and the ‘peace 

dividends as people have all too often done on the past 
two vears The protic generated t) the changes m 
turope are before ws France. the Community. and the 
\ilantn alhance must prepare for them with vigilance 

and firmness tn thes contest. | repeat that our detenw 
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and dcterreme cttorn must fhe marntamned. thal ec mus 
devote the @oCeMNaTS fosowrces to them. and that ec mus 
Mop cutteng the tunds and programs seta! to France's 

scouts ~ RPR Secretary General Alam Juppe coplamed 
that “the debate on France's defenee. ehach well take 

place om the NSatronal Awembly om September and 
fkteher takes on a partcular gravely ~ 

1 she bes trends. Edouard Balladur thenks that “asd to the 
Sernvect € geen should he suspended” and that the hy poth- 
ows of a reductron om the dctense effort discussed on the 
left »& “ne henger appropriate ~ Prerre-Andre Woltzer 
general representative tor derect members of the U neon 
tor French Dermocracy. sand that “current events muwt 
prompt the prewdent of the regula and the gov crament 

to go hack om thew planned reductsonms m the 149) 
defense budget and the military programmueng law now 

heung drafted ~ Herve de Charrette representative for 
the Prospects and Realtes Cluts also called tor 

“extreme segelance to be marntanmned om the defense and 
scart) sphere 

( retnaceng Prancoen Mitterrand tor remarks ehech “by 
dent of cawteen, border on weaknen.” Mir De Charrette 
oupressed the hope that the West well not shelter behond 
the promcuple of nonenterterence to do potheng.” that a 

will take sedes and capress “clearly ots refesal to accept 

the oestallateen of anew dictatorstup m Moscow ~ W hele 
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Mir. Pasqua proposed the Crcateon of a “support commuit- 
tee for Mir Grorhaches and Mir Vecltwn. Ladmnias Pon- 
ators shi spobkcwman tor the Reputlecan Party ashod Mr 
Mitterrand “to mabe ov ctiures to out Westcrn allecs and 
more cspecuall). to thowe om the EC eho are m the 
turctromt. to ash them to respond to the appeal” madc by 
the prewedent of the Ruwwan Fedecrawon Rada al Party 
Charman Vics Galland thenks that the European 
( ounce o® Manesters should be Comes cned ummediaich wo 

ft can capress “a very fiem neacteon trom the 1) ~ 

“A mayor csent ecth mcakulable consegucnccs. — 
aoordimg to Yoon Bnant. chawman of the Satwnal 
Center of Independents. Mir Crorhaches 6s overthrow 
a cording to Noel Mamere. spokesman for Boolog, Gen- 
ctTavon, provedes “defintinve proof thal communnm 
cannet be reformed © “The most hardline Sovect com- 
munis rs returnong on force to the entcrnatronal swore ~ 
according to Natwnal Front C haeman Jean-Marie Le 
Pen The Revolutionary ( ommunest Leaguc (Trotsh yest) 
sees the Moscow coup as “the final and perhaps tragn 
upsurge of a handtul of burcaucrats ready to do anything 
to sateguard thew privileges” while former Detense 
Moenester Jean-Prerre Chev enement sand “Vou can only 
devirons what you replace The taslure of the coonomn 
reform and the breabup of the Sovect U neon had 
aroused tears of Mir Grorhaches’s overthrow for 
months  Juhen Dray (PSE) deputy for TE wonne 
themks that itn hy any acteoms taken by the enternatronal 
Communit) to oppose the coup dctat “that we will be 
able to pudge the burkdong of a new world order ~ 
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Occhetto: "Ne Acceptance of Faits Accomplis” 

PUL 1OSTS 3491 Uden Lt N17 1 on Nahan 
tue Vip 10 

[Marco Sapprno report aces conference by Achille 

fkehetto. Democratec Party of the Left scoretary general 
m Rome on 19 August: “Oochettio: “We Will Not Subma 
To Farts Accompin™] 

[Excerpts] Rome—" As far as we are concerned. Gror- 
haches 1s the legrtemate present of the USSR. There ns 
mo authority other than that consinuted by the peopic 
who have been freely clected. We wall ask the European 
msinutvons to make an active COMMItMeNI to cnsurc 
Crorhaches 's release. There must be absolutely no acoep- 
tance of farts accomples. The PDS [Democratic Party of 
the Left] proposes to the other political forces the estab- 

shment on aly of commuttces for the defense and 
restoration of democracy mm the Sovect Unron. I have m 
mand the united actron that was carreed out for Chile 

Achille Oochetto’s words betrayed tenon. In the mued- 
attcrnoon, after a sccond summit mecting. the secretary 
gencral explained to the press the cxatreme alarm and 
distress with which PDS headquarters. too. regards the 
tragn and violent events in Moscow. [passage omitted] 

Hrs first comment had been: “Thurs 1s a most tragic event 
of world significance. It will have huge repercussions on 
all wternational life” The conservative forces “had 
recourse to the last resort that they posewed—the 
authorianan response and the violent coup.” In short, 
“thes have used as a pretest the situation in the USSR. 
which they sand was deadlocked.” Thes “1s typical of all 
reactionaries—to blame every thong on those who want to 
make reforms. to ascribe to them the historical respon- 
sibility for a degenerative process.” 

“ow. under the hghts of the tclevrsron crews, Oochetto 
reaffirmed these assessments He confirmed his feeling 
of anxiety about Gorhaches’s personal fate. he called 
him “comrade and trend.” recalied the relations of 
“close cooperation” and “solidarity” “established 
between us in the difficult task of making imicthigence 
and democracy prevail over conservative and total 

tarian Stupidity. to give socialism a new meaning ~ Neat 
he took up a statement by Crorgro Napolitaro: The PDS 
expects the Itahan Government “to demand precise and 
rehabtle information” about the deposed president 's fate 
because “we cannot remam vient when faced with an 
ouster that with all probability hit the personal freedom 
and basic nghis” of Crorhaches 

The political pout stressed by Grorhaches 1 bes bebe 
that it 1s “still possible to influence” the course of events 
A cove war on the USSR must be averted. but the West 
musi not yecld to the temptation to “«:ply take note” 

ITALY & VATICANCTTS bd 

hocause “some hend of reason of state prevarh ~ The aem 
in Moscow 1s to “restore an authortanan govcrament 
to tackle a screows emsivtutyonal. coonomen. and moral 

uncax. Bul “we mest not remam mdificrent to the 
overthrow of the prencepal wmeriocutor and the legrty- 
matc representative entcrmnatonally of an arduous dcem- 
«iain process. “So. the PDS has no “direct contacts” 

with the Sovect authortecs of influcntial political growgrs 

(kehetto trewsed: “We must not acocpt the coup d ctat 

as a fant accomph: ~ What of the msuc of recognizing the 
new leaders arrscs” “In thal case our powtron could not 

be any different” trom that adopted ty the Itahan 
Commenm Party with respect to “a Prmahet oF a 
Jarurcisha” Will there be coonomen sanctions” The 
possibility rs not bewng comudered at present 

(xchetto, flanked my Velirom. Faso, and Ancmma 
crivcived [Prome Moenestcr] Andreott: “Il know that the 
position of a party and a state can of course be different 

But | would not accept the attstude of someone who sand 
that if the new beadership group keeps its promrscs on the 
micrnatronal plane. then the rest will be the USSR's 
imternal affair and will not concern ws” The PDS refuses 
to “remam mactive for the sake of some cold-blooded 

reason of state” Even Bush displays “a more feable 
position.” Europe must not evade iis responwbilrties 
[passage omitted] 

Labor Federativa Calls Strike To Protest Coup 
11 O81 94291 Rowe ANS tin Peele 185 OMT 

™” Iwe 9l 

[Test] Rome. 2) August (ANS A>—Italy's big three trade 
umon confedcratronms. the (GIL ISL-U1L [t anted Fed- 
eration of Labor]. called a one-hour general sirnke. from 
1005 to 1100. for August 28 and on-the-gob aswembhes of 
workers in support of the democratic forces on the Sov ret 
i non and to protest the coup m which Prevdent 

Mikhail Gorhaches was ousted vesterday 

The strike call was announced thes morning by the heads 
of the three Confederations 

Ambassador Salico Returns to Moscow Post 

1 ORT OO °U! Rowe ANS 18 Eeeleoh O84I OT 
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[Text] Catanea. Secely. 19 Auguste (ANSA)—Italy's 
ambassador im Moscow Ferdimando Salico was on his 
was back to the Sovect Uneon thes afternoon aficr 

imterrupting his vacatron near here, airport sources sand 

The diplomat teft ( atama’s Pontanarowo airport at 
1590 and was scheduled to take the first available fheht 
to Moscow fodloweng hes arrival on Rome 
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Prime Minister VW chcomes Failure of Soviet Coup 

LD 108232991 Lishon RDP C ommercal Radi 
Sete’ ot Portwewew JIGO GUT 21 tue 9! 

[Test] Prme Menetcr Cavaco Sova has echoomed the 
tasbure of the Sovect Coup aticompt as a vactery for the 

tree World 

[Begmn ( avace Selva recordeng] The mformatron avarl- 
atic wndwcates that the coup attempted m the USSR by 

the comervative forces has fared These arc. therefore. 
very powtine mdxatom The people of the Sovect 
1 neon and then democratecally clhected lcadcrs—among 
whom the role plaved hy Born Veltun muwt be wngied 
out—have shown cxtraordmar, courage and resolve om 
the way thes faced armed might and dctcated the perpe- 

traters of the coup The tevtoratren of comsivtutronal 
order mm the USSR os also a vectory for the free world 
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We rejouce om thes vactory of the democratic forces over 

the totaltanan forces of orthodos communnm. whach 
has once more proved that « 1s worthwhule for fight for 
democracy. that a worthwhile to fight for freedom 
Thess has been 2 vectors for the valecs of freedom. 

democracy and respect for human mghts, and | sce ot 2" 
a VeT) emporiant contributron to micrnatronal sccurt. 

and world peace 

1 bebewe that the West must comtenuc to support the 

cftorts of Prewdem Gorhaches. Borns V cliwn, and other 

demo, “atx leaders for the crcatron m the USSR of 2 

truly democratx socecty. the evtabinhment of a market 

coonomy capable of fulfilling the Sovect poopic’s aypera- 
hom to progress. and support all those wisheng to 
contribute to mtcrnatronal detente and world peace 

[ond recording] 
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Government Communique on Failed Soviet Coup 

LD2108232491 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
im Spanish 2000 GMT 21 Aue 91 

{Text} This evening the Ministry of the Government 
spokeswoman issucd an official Communique on the 
failure of the coup d'etat in the Sovict Union. Among 
other things. this official communique says the fol- 
lowing: The Spanish Government expresses its deep 
satisfaction at the news of the restoration of the consti- 
tutional Iegality in the Soviet Union. The fact that 
President Gorbachev has once again assumed his duties 
iS an unequivocal sign of a return to normality. The 
communique from ‘he Spanish Government also says 
that the resolute and solidary attutude of the Sovict 
people and us democratically elected representatives. 

especially the courageous defence of the constitutional 
order carried out by the President of the Russian Feder- 
ation. Borrs Yeltsin. was decisive in making the coup 
d'etat fail. The Spanish Government trusts that. once 
this dramatic conflict has been overcome. the Sovict 
Union wall continue the process of democratic reforms 
embarked upon by President Gorbachev to msure the 
wellbeing of its citizens and the Sovict Union's full 
inserlion into the international community. 

For their part the political parties have also capressed 
their satesfaction at the failure of the coup d'etat im the 
Soviet Union, saying that this failure 1s a triumph of the 
Soviet people. 

* Parties Strategies Geared to Early Elections 

YIESIO37A Madrid 11E MPO in Spanish 22 Jul 91 p 11 

[Jose Oneto editonal: “Elections: Next Year™] 

[Text] The leading parhamentary opposition parties 
appear to be convinced that the government's prime 
minister, Felipe Gonzalez, intends to move up the neat 
general clections orginally planned for the fall of 1993 

Based on the strategies activated by both the Popular 
Party [PP] and United Left [10], Gonzalez would dis- 
solve Parhament next summer, so that the general clec- 
tions could be held in the fall (October-November) of 
199) 

According to the strategies of the PP and the Il. the 
ideal date for the government 1s actually neat fall, when 
the effects of the Olympic Games in Barcelona and the 

Universal Exposition in Sevilla, for which considerable 
success 18 being predicted, have not yet subsided 

In the wake of these two mayor events, Gonzalez, whose 
main concern lies in that single market scheduled to 
open in carly 1993. would dissolve Parliament and rssuc 
a summons to the new challenge entailed by the disap- 

pearance of Community borders and Spain's full inte- 
gration into Europe 

Convinced that only a year remains tor the present 

legislature, the leaders of the PP, the IU). and even the 

SPAIN 23 

(DS [Social and Democratic Center], which 1s caught 
between abolishment and refounding. have already 
begun discrect moves to procure allics, dissolve contron- 
lations. and reach agreement on programs. 

To thes end. Jose Mana Aznar, PP president. has started 

a double offensive: to harass the present government. 

and to make a pact with nationalrst and regronalist forces 
that could formulate a future government alternative 

Extremely circumspect since his appoimtment. Jose 
Maria Aznar seems to have pressed the accelerator. and 

iS NOL Only allempting a pact vith Jord: Puyol’s “conver- 
gents” and Javier Arzallus’ nationalists. but has also 
taken up the cause of regeneration. trying to prevent 

“ambition tor power from prevailing over political ratio- 

nale~ 

Last week. while the confrontation between the Socialest 
Party and the government had momentarily frozen while 
waiting for another conflict. Jose Maria Aznar made 
public an entire series of political measures which. he 
claamed. were intended “to restore the balance and 
prestige of the institutions.” 

Those measures deal with the Electoral Law and the 
unblocking of the current closed lists, as well as reforms 
of the Constitutional Court, the Judicial Branch Council, 
the Office of the Comptroller of Accounts, and the 

RTVE [Spanish Radio and Television Company | admin- 
istrative council, They also include regulations tor the 
Congress and Senate. and the financing of political 
parties 

Similarly. Aznar 1s requesting fMexrble treatment of par- 

hamentary icompatiblitics, new functions to be given 

to the Senate. and a reduction and reform in the public 

news media 

Moreover, Aznar has created bridges with Jord: Puyo" 
and Arzallus (something that would have been unthink- 
able under Manuel Fraga’s presidency). in view of the 
possibility that neat year’s electoral situation may attord 

anew majority tor governing 

The IU). as well, at ats last federal council mecting. 
announced that its political objective for neat year 1s to 

obtain 23 deputies. the same number that the Commu- 
nist Party had during the first clectrons of 1979. For this 
purpose, the IU) will formulate an entire policy of pacts 

and rapprochement with other groups and parties 

The other dissenting political force, the CDS. ts 
allempting to survive without the presence of an Adolto 

Suarez who. since his dismissal on the very night of the 
municipal clections. has disappeared trom the political 

seene 

The CDS’ principal natvonal and provencial leaders met 

on Sunday. 14 July im Madnd to plan the special 

congress on September from which a new party leader- 

ship will have to emerge. Perhaps the most important 

conclusion from that centrist summit may be the CDS’ 

will to remain as a party. and its progressive detachment 
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from that “constitutional bloc™ formed months after the 

outbreak of the “Guerra scandal.” which caused the 
clectoral debacle during May. 

* Possibility of lovar Ouster in Sep Viewed 
YIESIOZ°B Madrid 11EMPO in Spanish 15 Jul 91 py 

[Jose Oneto editonalk “Martin Toval’s “Operation 
Removal] 

[Text] Several government ministers appear to be con- 
vinced of the need for removing the head of the Socialist 
parliamentary group. 

The one in charge of the parliamentary group 1s Eduardo 
Martin Toval. a man associated with “Guerrism.” who 
has been used by the party “apparat™ during the past few 
weeks to state publicly what Alfonso Guerra ts stating 
privately. Eduardo Martin Toval, a disciplined politi- 
can who has not usually posed any problems for the 
powers that be (esther in the party or the government). 
has been gradually becoming dissociated from power at 
La Moncloa since Alfonso Guerra’s departure from the 
government vice prime minister's post 

The new cabinet formed by Gonzalez in March was not 
to Tova, s king. and he took the liberty of making two 
sarcastic remarks. triggering the resultant controversy 
The first pbbe was claiming that. to be sninister of culture. 
one had to pass through the Communist Party: some- 
thing that holds true of the present minister. Jordi Sole 
Tura. as it also did in the case of Jorge Semprun 

Later. he described the new vice prime minister, Narcrs 
Serra, as a “good pianist.” implying, as the C atalonian 
Socialist Ramon Obiols recently claimed. that he had 
mayor shortcomings as a vice prime minister 

Extremely critical of the image of Economy Minister 
Carlos Solchaga. his latest remark caused a genuine 

storm in the Socialist Party. He claimed that Felipe 
CGronzalez was not indispensable for the Soc:alist plan as 

a historic plan 

The spurious debate regarding Felipe Gonzales” indis- 

pensability. based on statements of the prime minister in 

Sevilla that did not conform to the remarks actually 

made by Groonzalez. caused considerable tension within 

the party. The prime minister attempted to dispel ut last 
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week, with a special convocation of all the party's 

provincial secretaries at La Moncloa Palace. 

After that summit attended by all the men operating the 
Socialist apparal in Spain. ut was aliempied to conveys 

the impression that the wounds were almost healed. that 

there must be a return to internal discipline. that 

cxlreme caulion 1s necessary m making statements 
(apparently including the prime minister himsclf). and 
that coordination between the party and government will 

be an endeavor carned out personally by the govern- 
ment’s prime minister and the secretary of organization, 

Taiqui Benegas 

After Narcis Serra. the new vice prime minister (absent 

from the La Moncloa summit) atiempted u. Gonzalez 

himself. as the party's secretary general. will be the one 

to engage in that difficult coordination from which the 
PSOE’s [Spanish Socialist Workers Party] current vice 
secretary general, Alfonso Guerra, has also been 
removed 

According to some ministers. the neat step to be taken by 
Gonzalez on that silent war casting with the apparat on 
Ferraz Strect. 1s the ouster of Eduardo Martin Toval 
from the presidency of the Socialist parhamentary 

group. Eduardo Martin Toval ss president of the group of 
parhamentanans in Congress and in te Senaic. as well 
as that of the Euro-parhamentarians in Brussels 

In September. as 1s traditronal. the parhamentanans will 
have to ratify the present leadership comprised of Toval. 
Jose Bevia. and Francisco Arnau. or not do so 

Eduardo Martin Toval wields great influence im the 
parhamentary group and is the key clement for unity 
between the parhamentarians and the party apparat. To 

remove him from bis position, a large sector of deputies 

must embark on “operation removal.” first requesting 
that the vote be taken secretly 

Toval 1s aware of part of the operation that was started 
several weeks ago. and fears that the party's tlcgal 
financing scandal. or another somsar onc. will end up 
besmirching him. It should be recalled that Carlos 
Navarro. the leading figure implicated in the PSOE's 
“wegal financing scandal.” 1s to some extent an associate 
of Toval. with whom he shared an office for many years 

“Operatvon removal” vs backed by several government 

ministers 
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Denmark 

* Minister Rejects EC Agricultural Plan 

YIENO”30B Copenhagen BERLINGSAE TIDENDE 
im Danish 11 Jul 91 Sec Hp 8 

[Article by Ole Bang Nicisen and Hennk Tuchsen 
“Danish Opposition to Agricultural Plan” | 

[Text] Brussels—Denmark rejects the EC Commussion’s 
new agricultural policy proposal. The agricultural min- 
ister docs not believe ot wall make things cheaper for 
consumers 

Denmark flatly reyects the EC Commussion’s agricultural 

initiative. The entire focus 1s wrong. And nether Danish 
farmers nor consumers will benefit from cuts im price 
support in favor of of greater direct support for small 

producers, in the opinion of Agricultural Minister Lau- 
rts Tornacs. 

Already yesterday. agricultural ministers and organiza- 
tions from almost all the northern European countries 
came out with sharp criticrsm of the EC proposal for a 

new agnicoiiural policy 

“This will not be approved. It 1s clear that Danish farm 

carnings will decline drastically if the EC Commission's 
proposal 1s approved.” Tornacs told the Danish news 

agency. RITZAL. He pointed out that a similar proposal 
from the commussion was reyected by the EC Council of 
Ministers as recentl) as just before Christmas. Along 
with Holland. Denmark's alloes on this rssuc include 

Great Britain and to some extent France 

Advantage for Smal! Farms 

The reason 1s that it 1s very small farms in EC that will 
benefit from the proposal because they will recenve full 

support for price declines without having to remove land 
from cultivation. And om this country and im other 
countries in northern Europe even small farms are big on 
the EC scale 

Nor docs the agricultural minister believe that con- 
sumers will benefit from the subsidy changes. The total 
price for the production of food in the EC will rive as a 

result of the reform. That 1s because the EC will pump 

more moncy into agriculture as a resuli of a sharp 
mcrease in direct support to farmers. Tornacs says 

Denmark will demand that EC agricultural subsidies be 
phased out almost entirely over a number of years so that 

market forces. and not subsidy rules. will determine 
where various things are produced in the Common 
Market and at what prices 

The agricultural minister vs afrand that the EC Commus- 
sion's proposal will reduce total agriculiural production 
in the Common Market so drastically that EC exports to 
other countries will virtually disappear 
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“What the EC Commussion ts leading up to 1s to turn 
agriculture into a welfare sector where efficient produc- 
non will be unprofitable. lt 1s insane to frame subsidy 
rules that favor production of grain im Portugal. for 
cxample. which 1s totally unsunted for grain production.” 
he Says. 

Al a mecting in Copenhagen yesterday. Lars Hoclgaard, 

a member of of the EC Commussion’s general agricul- 
tural directorate. was unable to say whether the produc- 
ion restrictions wall climinate the possibilitics for export 
growth to countries outside the EC: 

“That ss a hard question to answer, Restricting exports 1s 
not the intention. If there 1s such a wash it must come 
trom somewhere cise.” he said. referring to the interna- 
tonal negotiations in the free trade organization. the 
General Agreement on Tanffs and Trade (GATT). Here 
the United States 1s putting strong pressure on the EC to 
make sharp cuts on its agricultural subsidics—including 
the special export subsidy that benefits Denmark in 
particular. 

Lars Hoclgaard also sand ut would be nice if the EC 
Commission's move got the stalled GATT ncgotiations 
Moving. 

“But the EC's agricultural reform 1s necessary with or 
without GATT. Wath the present system. agricultural 
policy costs will continuc to rise and lead to a collapse 
within a few years.” he sad. The EC Commission 
expects the other parties to the GATT negotiations— 
especially the United States—to set semilar limits on 
American farm supports 

The president of the Agricultural Council, HOA. Kyeld- 
sen, says the proposal will lead to big export losses—in 
addition to being superburcaucratic: 

“The proposal will require a bureaucracy on an unprec- 
edented scale to work as intended.” H.O.A. Kycldsen 

told RITZAI 

The proposal—which will be debated by the EC council 
of agricultural monusters at the beginning of next week — 
will cost Danish agriculture 2 bilhon kroner in lost 
exports and produce a corresponding loss in farmers 
imcomes, Kycldsen estimated 

The Danish Small Farmers’ Association, which repre- 
sents smaller farms. stands alone un Danish agriculture 
li has backed the EC Commission's new ideas during 
several months of negotiations 

Not Alone 

But Laurits Tornaecs and HO). A. Aycldsen were not alone 
in ther criticism yesterday British Agricultural Minister 

John Gummer sand the proposal did not contamn any- 

thing new and useful in relation to the previous reform 
proposal that the EC agricultural monrsters reyected out 
of hand in March. German Agricultural Minister Ignaz 
Kiechle was very dissatisfied with MacSharry’s latest 
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imitative. But the Insh agncultural commuissioncr the Sovict LU nson are being discussed tor the sccond ume 
retained his optimism with regard to the reform 

“When we ect beyond the familar kaee-yerk reactions. | 

am sure the politecians wall realize that we are trying to 

gct umprovements for all EC agriculture.” he sand 

According to EC Commussion director Lars Hocigaard. 
the proposal will be mtroduced gradually starting m 
1993. and will not achieve vis full umpact before 1997. 
Thes will lead to mcreased outlays compared with 
today's levcl during a transitional period. bul without the 
reform. the expenses wall be much higher. he says 

The EC's agricultural policy now costs around 280) 
bilhon kroner. if the plan 1s approved. agriculture will 

cost around 310 billion kroner mm 1997. But there should 
be a chance that thes well occur im step with the drsap- 
pearance of the mountains of stored food. um the view of 

the EC C ommussion 

The background for the rising capenditures on agricul- 
ture 1s the mounting surplus steckpiles resulting from 
overproduction. There are 20 millon tons of gram, 
750,000 tons of beef and more than 900.000 tons of 
dairy products in storage. 

New Policy's Main Features 

¢ The EC's mtervention price levels will be cut m 
several areas: grain price by 35 percent. milk by 10 
percent, butter by 15 percent. and beet by 15 percent 

* Inreturn, a number of compensation programs will be 
introduced so that small farms will have the losses 
covered if prices dechne. whereas larger farms will not 
receive full compensation. Thus. farms with more 
than 40 hectares of land must promuse to remove 15 
percent of the land from cultivation to receive tull 

compensation for removing up to SO hectares from 
cultivation. 

¢ (hther programs will ensure that small milk and meat 
producers are protected. 

¢ Environmental considerations will be given greater 
werght in agricultural subsidies so that farmers who 
limat the use of sprays and the lke wall receive a hind 
of premium 

© Bigger subsidies will be provided for planting trees on 
agricultural land 

* An carly retirement pension system will be imtro- 

duced that guarantees farmers over the age of 55 an 
moome of 90.000 kroner a year if they stop larming 

Finland 

Vayrynen: USSR Situation ‘Worrying, Confusing’ 

1 D2108181991 Helsinki Suomen Viewradio Network 

m binnih 1000 GMT OT Awe 91 

[Text] The Government of Finland 1s worried that the 
situation om the Sovict Union has led to violence 

According to the government, i 1s important that the 
Soviet Unvon refrain from the use of force. The events mm 

at the government Foreign Affarrs Commitice mecting 
today 

Foreygn Minsstcr Paavo Vayrynen sisted the Forcign 
Affairs Commutice of the Dict to report on the discus- 
sons. According to Vayrynen. the situation in the Sovict 
Limon 1s stell worrying and confusing. The government 
repeats that a wall closclh) monsor the devclopment of 

the events 

Tic independence declaration of Estonia docs not bead 
to any changes mm the Balin politecs of Finland Vay- 

rynen cmphasizes that Finland still supports the ide- 

pendence asprrations of the Balt countries. however, 
the mmplementatron of any decrssoms still requires an 

agreement with the central leadership of Moscow 

The Foreign Monesiry 1s not considering travel resir- 
tions for private citizens. Vayrynen reminded that the 
situation in the Sovict Uawn, apart from a couple of 

menents. has been calm Notheng evtraordmary has 
been observed on the Finnish borders 

* EFTA Chairman, Finnish Chiefs on EEA 

* Salolainen Comments 

VIENOCOO1 Helms HELSINGIN SANSOME 

mtimnh 1 tee Vip id 

[U'nattinbuted artecle “European Free Trade Associ 
thon Charman, Foreign Trade Monester Pert: Salo- 
laincn: “Politwcal Will To Conclude European Economn 
Arca (EEA) Agreement ls Weakening” | 

[ Tent] “As concerns the political determination. we have 
already lost and are continuing to bose the nght moment 
That 1s clear.” Salolainen said at a press conterence held 
in Helsinki on Thursday evening 

According to Salolaincn, dow was raned during the 
weekend ncgotiations in Brussels as to whether all the 
member countries of the European Community (EC) are 
genuinely interested in an EEA [European Economn 
Arca] agreement 

“With respect to thes. we may consider whether some of 

those countries that had publicly cxpressed the hope of 

seeing the EF TA [European Free Trade Associaton] 
countnes become member countries of the EC had 
anything like thes on mind.” Salolamen sand 

Salolainen nevertheless stressed the tact that leadeung 
figures in the EC had spoken very strongly mm favor ofa 
decision on the FEA 

“ERTA Will Remain | nited™ 

As chairman of FETA. Pert: Salolammen views hes orga 
mization as still berg uniicd “When we lett Browels. we 

agreed that we would do everything we could im Sep 
tember to promote an EEA agreement.” he sand 
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Salolainen docs not interpret Swedish Pome Minisicr 

Ingvar ( arisson’s talk of hes country’s separate negotsa- 
tons with the EC as a sign of divisivencss in EFTA 

Salolainen still beleves that the EEA will come mto 

being. “! beleve that common scnsc will win out We 
will need an EEA agreement as of the beginning of 1993. 
otherwrse. Finland. ke all the EFT A countries. will have 
10 look for another solutvon.” he sand 

According to Salolamnen. however, Finland has ncuther a 
ready solution ner specific alicrnatives up its sleeve if an 
EEA agreement 1s not produced thes fall “Then well 
have to thenk of the different alternatives all over again ~ 

lf the EEA talks founder on the fishing disputc. two 
separate rsucs will be ony oived: the admission of EFTA 
country fish products mio the EC arca and fishing 
quotas. Of the fishing quotas. EC mghts to Norway's fish 
catches have especially been disputed 

The Sovect l neon and Norway share between them the 
Arctic Ocean cod fishing quota Other countries are 
traditionally given a fishing quota of a couple of per- 
centage pornts 

The EC and particularly the EC's southern member 
countries want thes quota to be a bigger one. During the 
first week of the EEA ncegotiations. Norway would have 
been machined to mcrease the quota to 4 percent 

The tree admession of fish products to the Euromarket 
was discussed by all the EF TA countries and the E( 

The EC member countries were not willing to accept the 
EFTA demand. especially because Norway's offer to 
grant fishong rights was still not enough for the E¢ 

According to Salolamnen. Finland's rote as the EFTA 
chairman country and head of the acgotiations was made 
difficult by the fact that they did not get a very clear 
prcture of the negotiations between Norway and the E¢ 

(in Monday the EC announced that other unresolved 
msucs Could not be agreed upon before the fishing rvsuc 
is resolved 

Minister Salolainen presented a mediation proposal on 
Monday that was based on the granting of duty-free 
quotas for fish products The proposal was reyected in 
the face of opposition by Creat Britain and Incland 

\ftcr the negotiations were broken off, both Norway and 
the EC withdrew thew own proposals. So the negotia- 
tons on the fishing dispute will be resumed im Sep- 
tember starting back on square onc 

According to Salolamen. the only date for resuming 
negotiations 1s 15 October, by which tome the parties will 
have already had to settle the dispute over the nght of 
EC trucks and trailers to drive through Ausina and 
Sariveriand 

“(hher matters will hove to be settled mm September and 
(ictober. Salolamen sand 
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* Reaction in Parliament 

VIENOOOB Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMAI 
m Finnch 1 due Yl p 7 

[t natinbuted artecle “Salolaincn’s Report on European 
Economn Arca (EEA) Depressed Jorn Donner. Parha- 
ments FEA Task Neat Fall Suil Unctear™] 

[Text] The report by Pert: Salolainen (Conservative). 
foreign trade munisicr and chanwman of EFT A [European 
Free Trade Association). on the broken-off ncegotiatons 
on the European Econom Arca (EE A) depressed Jorn 
Donner. vce chairman of the parhamentary Forcign 

Affairs ( ommutice 

“There a lngering dou with regard to Salolamen’s 
talk. EFTA so om a take-st-orleave-t satuation and is 
goung to have to give ground. The terrible specter rs that 
Finland will be left out of both the EEA and the EC at the 
start of 1993." Donner (Swedish People’s Party) este 
mated after the Foren Affairs Commutice mecting on 
Wednesday 

Salolamnen’s report did not shed any hight on how the 
EEA agreement would be handled in Parhamem They 
intend to resume the broken-off FEA talks on Brussels on 
carly September As tar as can now be seen. an agreement 
may be concluded un Ohctober at the carhest 

Together with hes negotiating tcam partners—Supreme 
Court Awocute Juste Let Sevon. department head 
Antti: Satu Under Secretary of State Vel Sundback 
and Foreign Affairs Sceretars Pans | wostarinen— 
Salolainen explained the EEA situation to members of 
Parhament 

The tanned parhamentary representatives arrived at the 
spot om large numbers om the middie of ther summer 
vacations Twenty-one parhamentary representatives of 
the 24 members and alternate members of the commutice 
were there Among others. commitice chanman Perth: 
Paaso (Social Democrat). whe was on a vacaivon top to 
Savonlinna was absent 

If a decrson on the EEA fails to materialize. Donner tel 
that an agreement concluded between Sweden Ausina 
and Finland. tor example. which has been proposed in 
Sweden, would be posible “We. to be sure, haven't 

made any such mmitiatives. making foreign policy dec 
wons «a slow business bere mn Finland.” Donner 
asseriod 

He also took a pessomestic view of EC enthusasm to 

conclude an agreement on the EEA 

Paavo Lipponen (Social Democrat). a well-dnown advo- 
cate of EC memberstep. arrived at an estemate of a 
different sort 

He thought that the EC superpowers are determined to 
produce an FEA agreement 

However, Lipponen sharply critnized the government 
for mtervening on the dehate on the EF “Finland «s the 
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only country un which people are vocifcrously silent on 
the possibility of membership.” he said 

The Lett Alhance’s Claes Andersson withdrew trom the 

mecting. reminding those present of Salolaincn’s state- 
ment to the effect that the EC 1s not an alternative to the 
EEA. “ht ws a question of two different processes.” 
Andersson said 

Parliament's Limetable Is Open 

lt was not made clear at the Foreign Affairs Commutice 
mecting how Parliament would handic a possible agree- 
ment on the EEA 

In the spring. was thought that the agreement would be 
concluded thes summer and that Parliament would dis- 
cuss the 400-500 provisions mtroduced by at thes fall. 
They had intended to hold a seminar nght at the sian of 
the session at which the contents of the agreement would 
be made clear to members of Parliament 

Donner techs that «os still possible to organize the 
seminar Of course. the officials who will be engaging in 
the EE A negotiations shook thei heads in disbelicf at the 
nica 

The members of the Foren Affairs Commutice pro- 
posed a “soft alternative.” among others. according to 
which the commutices would go ahead and discuss the 
already drafted provisions of the law before the agree- 

ment 1s concluded 

As tar as 1s known, the teat of the agreement has been 
completed and translated The Foreign Minisiry. to our 
knowledge. 1s unwilling to submit the teat to Parhament 
for discussion. arguing that there may still be mayor 
changes on the teat. The members of the commitice 
indeed wonder what these mayor changes might be 

Vice chairman Donner thanked Salolainen for keeping 
Parliament up-to-date. “The Foreign Affairs Commitice 
has been recenving better information than ever before” 
Donner praised him 

According to Donner. the EEA requires that members of 
Parhiament voluntarily keep themselves informed about 
it He was astonsshed at how ill-informed some represen- 

tatives are about the situation 

Andersson at least assured him thai he had received so 

much mnformation about the EEA that u “will soon be 

coming out of my cars.” 

Norway 

Soviet hola FE vercise Force Strength Halved 

VIE NOCAGA Ove AETENPOSTEN on Norecman 
MdIul 91 pt 

(May Trygge Storvik article “Sovects Halve Gigantic 
Exercese on North” ] 
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[Text] In the face of strong Norwegian critecism the 
Sovict Unson has halve | plans for the season's largest 
military exercese at the Finnmark border. This means 
that Moscow 1s not obligated to invite foreign observers. 

A few days ago the Foreign Office was informed by 
Sovict authorities that the announced large exercise the 
Sovict Army will carry out in Kola in September has 
been reduced in size from 17.000 to 7.800 men. There- 
fore the exercise comes well under the limit where 
Moscow. according to international agreements. 1s obh- 
gated to invite foreign observers 

First Adviser Rolf Naess mn the Foreign Office's sixth 
policy office says that the reduction 1s based on “orga- 
mizational measures being carned out m the armed 
forces.” Beyond this. no details have been given on the 
planned cvercise. 

It was in carly January of thes year that the Sovict Union 
announced a large troop cxcreise to be held in Kola in 
the first part of September of this year. Thies announce- 
ment was made in the so-called “Year's Calendar” of 
planned military exercises. which according to the CSCE 
agreements they are obligated to publish cach year. The 
exercise was to include 17.000 men. and the area the 
forces were to exercise in was to extend all the way to the 
northern Norwegian border. The size would indicate that 
the Army Icadership in Moscow intended to carry out the 
exercise with units of a whole army corps. As far as 1s 
known, there have never been exercises with such large 
military formations that extended to the Norwegian 
border 

Hotbst Criticism 

The announcements caused strong reactions in Norway. 
Defense Minister Johan Jorgen Holst chose the prest- 
gious and quasi-official rostrum of the Oslo Military 
Society to strongly criticize the Soviet plans. He asked 
what the purpose could be for exercises in a time of 
relaxation of tensvons. At this time it was also clear that 
there was a buildup of large stores of modern weapons on 
Kola that had been transferred from other parts of the 
Soviet Union after the signing of the drsarmanrent 
agreement. The Norwegians interpreted this to be oot 
only an evasion. but also a direct violation of the CFE 
agreement. This development was also strongly criti- 
cived. and the tone of the policy leadership in the 
Defense Department became sharper as the weeks 
passed. Therefore. a connection between the Norwegian 
criticesm and the changed plans for the development of 
the exercise cannot be ruled out. But thes will never be 
known for sure. In the south as well, in the Odessa 
military district. Moscow has reduced the size of an 
exercise that was announced carler, referring to “reor- 
ganization of the armed forces.” 

According to the CSCE agreements. military exercises of 
more than 13.000 men must be announced 42 days 
before they are held Such an announcement must con- 

tain information on cxactly where the exercise will take 
place. what units will take part. how many aircraft. 
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tanks. and artillery will be involved. the purpose of the 
exercise, and who will lead a 

Neo Details 

Sence the Sovict exercise has now been reduced in size to 

well under 13.000 men. Moscow docs not have to give 
such details. Nor ts there a requirement to invite foreign 
mulitary experts to observe the exvercese. as there would 
have been accordung to the agreements. However, the 
Norwegians sll have the possibility of ashing permis- 

svon to send inspectors to the exvercrse arca. The Norwe- 
gian authorities availed themsclycs of thes possibility for 
the first tome during a smalicr Sovect Army cxcrcise in 

the Petsyenga areca last tall 

No decison has been made yet on whether this will 

happen thes ime as well, For us part. the Sovict Union 

has often asked to mnspect Norwegian military mancu- 
vers. The last tome was during Exercise Agder. which was 
launched in southern Norway carler thes year, With 

hours warning. a group of Sovict officers appeared They 
were allowed to travel wherever thes wanted to within 

the exercise area 

* Labor Union Leader Favors Visas for Poles 
VIENOCOYR Oslo AB ITENPOSTEN in Nowwecman 

i tue Vip ly 

{Yagve Hellstol article: “Visa Demanded for Poles’ ] 

[leat] The struggle on the labor market 1s gctting 
twagher. The leader of the General Union, John Stene 
‘aants the visa policy for Poles reviewed again. Micgal 
work 1s flourshing. he says. The unon’s demand will 
hardly succeed 

“The Common Unron intends to ask the policy author- 

ities to consider remmtroducing visa requirements for 
Poles Hiegal labor trom East Europe and especially from 
Poland 1s becoming a serious problem ~ Common Union 
leader John Stene says 

Hic has announced a large offensive on the part of the 
union to stop what he thinks 1s illegal work 

“All work rules, such as wage level, work tome, and other 
conditions regulated by the labor market in Norway arc 
broken by the use of legal labor, particularly trom 

Poland Many are afraid of social dumping in a tree labor 
market in connection with adapting to European stan- 
dards. Speaking of social dumping. thes 1s just what is 
happening with the use of labor from East Europe. 
particularly Poland.” be sad 

‘iene demands that the controls be mercased, and the 

same goes for punnshment. He thinks that the fines tor 
employers who break the rules are much too low. He says 

that the umion has examples of employers who have good 
carnings even after the wages and the fines have been 
pan 
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While 80.000 to 35.000 of thew own members arc 
without work. the unson’s clected representati cs and the 

local organizations spend more and more time reporting 

employers who have used torcign labor iicgally The 
number of reports from the Common U nson and its bocal 
Organizations rs increasing from day to day 

“Hiegal work carned out by East European workers. and 
Poles im particular. 1s gctteng to be a contenually larger 
problem, and ut 1s about to undermine the Norwegian 
labor market complctcls ~~ the unin leader sand 

( onstruction Jobs 

He says that while the Poles previously hed to work in 

summer jobs in Norwegian strawberry patches. many are 
now offermeg to work as carpenters. parnicrs. and paper 

hangers—crafts the Common Union represents 

“Today we sce continually more cases of Poles who. 
among other things. offer ther labor in Norway through 
advertssements in the APTENPOSTEN. Thos es iicgal 
for Poles who are in Norway looking for work without 
work permits, and 1 1s dlegal tor employers to offer them 
work, What one can do rs employ people who are sull in 

Poland and then seck work permits for them.” Siene 

sand 

He says that the employers are bemg ternbly short. 
sighted: They are undermining thei own interests by 
ruming the quality and the expert level of labor m 
Norway. In the long cun thes will mean that they will not 

ect qualified labor, Stene thinks 

“hi ws hardly current policy to remtroduce visa require- 

ments for Poles after such a short time.” Press 
Spokesman Bjorn Blokbus of the Foreign Office sand to 

APTENPOSTEN 

“Among others. there was a Polish clement im the 
Norwegian labor market even betore the visa require: 
ment was lifted.” he sand 

It has only been a few months sence the visa requirement 
for Poles. among others. has been lifted un Norway and 
in the other Scandinasian countries 

Sweden 

Ministry Spokesman on Recognition of Baltics 

LDS 33291 Via hholon Sverre Radio Network 

m Swedish l000GMTI Ol fwe 9 

[interview with Prerre Schon, permanent under secre: 
tary of state at the Foreagn Monistry by Johan PE redriks- 
son. place and date not grven—recorded] 

| Text] The first Swedish comment on the latest devclop- 
ment i the Soviet Unon comes trom Prerre Schon 
permanent under secretary of state at the Foreign Min- 
isiry. He ws very happy at the turnabout of the last few 
hours and he also beheves that thes may pave the way for 

a Swedish recognition of the Balin states 
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[Schon] If the conservative forces have been beaten 
back. if the counterrevolution of the nomenklatura has 
failed. then ut 1s a fantastic victory for the democratic 
forces in the Sovict Union. and I cannot help thinking of 
Olof Palme’s words that the peoples’ longing for freedom 
can never be suppressed in the long run. 

[Fredriksson] How do you think the turnabout took 
place so quickly” 

[Schon] Well. « was a [word indistinct] mobilization and 
they said (°a great deal) there on the barricades. as we 
have learned from Vilnius. The people's reyectson. these 
were forces from the past who were fighting against the 
ideas of the future. and here the seas of the future were 
VeCTONOUS, a5 I scems NOW 

[Fredriksson] Why was the government so pessimrstic 
yesterday” You gave a fairly gloomy picture. 

[Schor] Yes. we always give a gloomy picture. naturally. 
that hes within ourselves as individuals. when we sec 
tanks crushing people. And naturally we were all in a 
State of shock. for thes was almost unreal: a did not fit in 
with what we have within us. the new European feeling. 
ht was almost lhe a Latin Americanization of politics mn 
the Sovict Union. Hopefully. a did not fit om esther, but 
it was a desperate atiempt by the conservative forces to 
bring back the old way 

[Fredriksson] Have we moved a step closer to recog. 
nizing the Balt states through this” 

[Schor] If thes now goes in a democratic direction. then 
there will be a considerably greater possibility to nego- 
tiate the freedom and independence of the Balt states 
m a democratic and orderly consinutional way There 
should be such possibiistics. If Veltsin and possibly 
Crorbaches should come back. then, I beheve. there will 
be an entirely new situation for the Baltecs and the 
republics. We may see these independent states im the 
fairly near future, | think 

[Fredriksson] When do you think Sweden will recognize 
Estoma. Latvia. and Lithuania as independent states” 

[Schor:| Sweden will be one of the first countries as soon 
as the preconditions m micrnatronal law cart. As 

recently as yesterday. we estat‘nshed the third and last 

information office for the Balts here in Stockholm. the 
Lithuaman office. and on that occasion we cxapressed the 
hope that we could do this in the very near future 

[Announcer] We have more Swedish comments Carl 
Bildt. leader of the Moderate Unity Party. says tat he 
wants to pay tribute to Velie for hes perseverance. but 
that all the problems of the Sovect Unron remain. and 

have been aggravated. According to Bildt. the fasture of 
the coup leaders may also mean new possibilities for 
Estoma, Latvia. and Lithuania 
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* Center Party's Campaign Strategy Viewed 

VIENOTSY4A Stackholm DIGENS NYHETER 

in Swedish 2 Aug 91 p 2 

[Eduonal: “Center Party's Role Uncicar™] 

[ Teat} Center Party members often hear 1 sasd that thew 
party +s anti-iniclicctual. populist. and cven hostic to 
civthzation. Sometimes attacks of that kind are based on 
reasoning. and sometimes the accusations arc made as a 
means of casting abuse. Regardicss of the motive. the 
reaction by Center Party members 1s usually the same 
defiance born of injured self-confidence 

It +s against that background that onc can judge the role 
being played by the Center Party im this year’s clection 
campaign. That role was entirely a maticr of chowe. and 
it es fed by mistrust of other parties. The Center Party 
Still secking ts sdcological wdentity. But there 1s also an 
clement of calculatron behind the Center Party's 
behavior A description of Center Party policy could 
actually serve as an cxample of rational behavior im 
parhamentary game-play ing and volc maximization 

After the clection, the Center Party will probably occupy 
a Strategie position in Parhament. Olof Johansson can 
expect to be the object of intensive courteng if Parha- 
ment's makeup aficr 16 September is as split as the 
opimon polls have been suggesting. That being the case. 
why should he comma himself to a particular alternative 
for government in advance” Hes ncgotiating position will 
only be stronger if he keeps several alternatives open. On 
the government question. then. Olof Johansson has been 
exhibiting considerable flexibility, A nonsocialrst gov - 
ernment. a middic-of-the-road government. a Red- 
Green government, or a coalition government: There are 
few conceivable consicilations which Johansson has not 
mentioned as being possible. 

The other pillar of Center Party tactics 1s 1s opposition 
role in relation to everyone cise This involves pushing as 
many of ils own viewpoints as possible without thereby 
rumeng its chances for future Cooperation in the govern- 
ment with anyone. After the 1988 clection. Olof 
Johansson said 1 was umpossible for the Center Party to 
govern with a party that was working on behall of 
Swedish membership in the EC. The word now 1s that 
issuing ullimaiums to presumptive brothers im povern- 
ment 1s senseless. The entensity of the party's critrcesm of 
its COMpetitors 1s beng held on check by the danger that 
the party may be lefl out of government negotiations 

following the clecvion The less ceriam the clecton 
results appear to be. the more natural 1 1s to div ede onc s 
critvcrsm equally, The Center Party's cternal central role 
m S-odish politics sa standard article of tanh winthin 
the party So +s natural that the goverament question 
should be made subordinate to the party's own success 

4 thord aspect of Center Party strategy 1s that the party 

should murror public oprmron. It 1s a natural and neces 
sary feature of democracy that politicians not only play 

the role of opimon busiders bul also let themecives be 
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influenced by various widespread moods among the 
cuuzens. Bul appealing to conflicting opimons makes u 
impossibic to pursuc a coherent policy The resull rs that 
3 party which mirrors opmmeon runs the rsh of suddenly 
finding usclf pushing sicepomis thal arc mutually 
incompatible both cconomacally and blogrcaliy 

Olof Johansson says that the child care allowance should 
take precedence over tax reductions Al the same tome 
the Center Party 1s seding wath the Liberal and ( onser- 
vative Parties on the Finance ( ommitice on the qucstion 
of extensive tan reductions. Bul m a press reicase on 
Thursday Center Party headquarters again talked about 
the mappropnaicness of promrsing general tax relet AL 
the same time. it 1s demanding a lower valuc-added tas 
in four areas. the prompt climmnation of “laxcs and tees 
which hamper production.” and “fully financed” com- 
pensation for child care to be introduced immediate!) 

In the same press release. the Social Democrats are 
accused of painting too rosy a picture of Sweden's 
cconoma situation. The key to a healthier coonomy, « 
seen by the Center Party as beung “faw disirrbutron © ht 
says thal taxcs can be reduced when the cconomn 
situation permits «Bul on the Finance ( ommuticc. the 
Center Party 1 supporting the sca that a reduced tas 
burden 1s necessary for cconoma recovery Its approach 
1s all-cmbracing im the sense thal support for every 
possible viewport can be found somewhere Bul the 

gcncral pwture os hard to grasp. to say the least 

For natural reasons. the shift from being a specul- 
interest party to berg a party of sdcas 1s bound wp with 
drasenseon. _ and breakups (On the purely weo- 
logical issue that has perhaps the longest tradition on the 
party—ithe EC —the party has had to change its views 
Nine months ago the party adopted “ccohumanimm” as 

its gueding principle Despite that “independent idcotog- 
cal dumension.” the party secretary sand later that the 
Center Party was social Wheral The Federation of 
Swedish Farmers. which once regarded the ( enter Party 
as its ally on Parhament. 1% now objecting to the party's 
role on agricultural policy 11 1s not surprrseng that ( enter 
Panty members consider that obyectionabic 

Perhaps the Center Party's problem with fecling com. 
fortable im a new identity should be described with as 
much respect as irony Bul thes docs not mean that a 
Party with an incoherent polecy and tendencies toward 

opportunistic shilly shally ung should be excused trom the 

* New Democracy Campaign Rally Described 
VIE NOTSOR Stxhholm DAIGENS SVHETER 
im Swedish > dug Vi pS 

[Sxgurd Cartberg commentary “Laughter That Stcks 
One's Throat”) 

[Text] Nynashama—in some spots « sownded bike an 
ordinary evening spent with Friskes A Svcttes Far out on 
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the sland. turned out to bc lan Wachimenicr who was 
mibcrong up hes audience for politacal acrotics at a dimo 

pace “Keep up. keep up” 

ht was Sew Democracy s campangn rally in Ny nashamn 

That meant “the lan Show ~ 

“tread afternoon. all you happy national rogrsiratvon 

numbers” he shouted mito the macrophenc. thus csiab- 
inshung the strong “us agarnsi them feching thal sccm, to 
be the clas of lite to New Democracy supporters That 
laxd the toundation tor an how: of politcal enicriam- 

ment of the highest order 

And cntcriasming « «as Quick and snappy, There were 
some tas turns. and « was both cas) and hard to beep up 

as lan and hes tcllow speaker—-in thes case candidate tor 
Parhament Ingalill F ranzen—buzzed through prac ty ally 
the enters political field om pust over an hour ht was hard 
to themk tast cnough to catch all the check) cxaampics but 

cass to smile and laugh iknowrngl af the satire and 

mimary 

lan VW achimentecr « probably the closest one can come 

to Magnus Harcasiam—in polis 

“th. dedn't vou know that the ATP igeneral seppiemen- 
lary penwon plan] «= really a chamn-teticr wheme” 

“Become an moorngiblc offender—sec the world” That 
“as approximatcl the way thongs went untel the cntire 

politcal message had been packaged into more oF lew 
amusing sicreotypes We learned thal politics 1s div nded 
imo dangerous and satc subjects Sate subjects arc those 
that cven poltniwns (the burcaucrats m Parhament) 

dare to talk shout Dangerous sulyects are thow that 
only the New Democrats dare to tackk and to devel 
oping COwntNes immigrants crime food and ak oholn 
bev crages 

“We should not accept more mmmgrants here than we 
can take care of was the statement thal got the evening's 
biggest round of applause We icarned that New Demon 
fac) wants to punish cremenals and take care of creme 
‘tems—not the other way round—give dev chopment 
and to people. not regemes. and ict all the restaurant 
customers thirsty for aloohol out of the rest rooms mento 

whech the akohol pol, of the burcauctats has toned 

them 

Bul mevther there nor on the subject of taxes. health carc 
education. of other acceptatlc subjects did the New 
Democrats manage to come acrow as real challengers 
Thes shipped defth over subyects that should actually 
have been burning msucs and presented a hind of general 
nomsactalist package that would offend few and attract 
many “We should defend the nuctear family introduc 
a cheld care allowance. and beep the day care comicrs wo 

that no one « forced to go home ~ 

Tactecs were something chee ft was all the pokes about 
‘comecal politinwms and burcauctats eho tant ahen 

thes see a bottle of hqure” which. together with the 
carnateres of sacl). were supposed to create th 
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mproswon of a challenge lt seemed at umes that the 
chose thes tall would fe betecen Ncw Democracy and a 
multitude of munsicrs 

Aficr smachering a few tomes at Wachimenicr's stories 
about those remarkable beengs thal creep around m 
Parhament of m the odrows world of burcauctacs. the 

laughict cventualls began to catch m onc’s throat hh 
became hard to anor the scornful underionce And all of 
a sudden the corcle of those beung dended capanded 
We want bealth care m ehech you arc treated the a 

human berg not a natlronal regrstration number" “Bc 
on yout guard agarnst research” ~ There are far too many 
had teachers” 

Things then began to feel a httle cool even though the 
cvening sun eas heating down on our nccks 

* Welfare transfer Payments Double in Decade 
VIE NOS Sowden DENS NOME TER 

m Sacdieh 1 tue Ul p ~ 

[Kersten Vinterhed article “Sharp Rise mn Weltare Pay- 
ments | 

[Teat) (TT+—The com of soceal wcilare payments m 
Seoden dowmed during the 1481's rang trom > belhbon 
kronor at the start of the decade to wi over 4 tulhon 
kronor mm 1989 

The = revealed hy statins on the growth of wxual 

weltare serv nce as published hs the ( central Burcau of 
Statrstccs on Sta thom on ¥ ednesday 

The morease « related premarth te a pened of unem 

plement around the muddic of the 1498's and te the 

growing number of refugees om Seoden without work 
permits throughout the | 4a) s 

Protenged Assistance 

Wecltare pay ments to refugees havc now been replaced hy 
refugee Payments bul refugees were mcluded with wet- 
tare recepeents dureng the 1981s Toward the ond of the 

devade they comtrtuted one-fourth of all ecttare hows 
bre wbeds 

Sence refugees often bwe om large tamales and the pay. 

ments to them have often been protonged they roccned 
nearly) hall of the total ecitlare payments debursed of 

about > tilhon bromor But ecitare payments to rotugecs 
were financed hy state sutwedecs to the munn mpatrtecs 

it we look at the population as a whole ec soe that 4 6 
premarehy sngk mothers eho must appl for ectfarc 

Qustover Vi percent) But amore ecttarc houscholds of 
rms sengle men and tameles eth cheldren that Comsiriut: 
the Maporety 

Houwswholds recened an average of 16.00) kroner m 
\vay 
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( emstant ( held Assistance 

just over YW) percent recened assntance for onl cnc 
month and only 5 percent recenved avsestance the whole 

year (0 the cnture populatvon. 6 percent recened wal 
ecitare payrocnts in 1989 Compared to harcly 4 percent 

ai the Mart of the decade 

( tuld and youth ecitare ms another arca where retugecs 

and children of forcagn ong especially older children 
ate ovetreprescnicd 

(herall however socect) ded not morcaw fs Contrihe- 

toms to cheldren and .oung poopie during the decade 
(inky 1 3 percent of children under 18 years of age are 
aticcted ) wxual wcitare cach voar and thal figure = 
comiant 

The most Common voluntary mcasurc eas placcment im 

a “tamely home” (ftormerh called a tosicr home) where 
*U percent of all acw children entering the s.sicm wound 
up The tome they spent away from ther own homes was 
either very short (lew than a month) or very long (two oF 
more years) Among children taben away trom thee 

homes mmvoluntanl placctment on msiitutions was much 

more COTMmRean 

The average length of care dechmed. with the result that 
wt over hall of the cheidrom taken charge of mvolun- 
lately spent over two veers m the Mate + care, compared 

to 7) percent at the Mart of the 1980's Sence 198) there 
has hoon a sheft from mvoluntar, te voluntan care m 

what partx ularl) support fy a so alled contact porsen 

a proveded ty the Saccal Welfare Law (Sol) has 
imrcaved sharply 

In 1984 ateowt 11 (48) cheldren were the ofyerts of some 
ype of voluntary measure ender the Sol. meaning 

promarels care mm a tame home and ahout 4 48) were 
taken charge of mv oluntarily 

Sherter Treatment Pereds 

\s tar as substance abuw «6 comecrned the decade was 

characterized by an cvct-mcreawng shift from mn obun 
lat) te seoluntary treatment whole af the same tee 

rocalment pervs grew vrorter 

Sence 1982 ehech » when the new Soceal Wellare Law 

tom effect voluntary, treatment has morcawd sharply 
in the case of nearly hall of those scckeng treatment of 
thet own emetiativc the treatment pened 1 onc month 

Involuntary treatment has also heen roduced from ycar- 

long treatment perads under the old Tempecrame Law to 
eo months of 4 masemuem of tow month wader the 

\ddact Treatment Law (1 VM) 

When mvoluntars treatment was murcawd to om 

months om 1984-9) foth adeeeeseoms and treatment 

mes tow agar The number of mvoluntarh treated 
adducts totaled about (fei on 198) The vear after that 
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the figure dropped drasinally to under 1.00) persons 

and ty the end of the decade. & was hack up to acarts 
2 000) persons 

More lranspertation Serie 

In the field of care tor the clderly one change has boon 
the morcase om transportziven scrvace for the “elderly 

chdcriy "—that «. poopie over 8) years of age. ower hall 
of whom recenc transportation serveace Transportation 

Tv Ke now Costs 2 Dulhbon kronor, and om all. a covers § 
percent of the population Bewdes penwoncrs. hande- 
capped younger people also receive transportation scr- 
var 

Bul transportation servne accounts for onl) a small 
portion of the cost of carmng tor the clderly and the 
handxapped. which comes to a total of just over 25 
billhhon kronor 

Most of thal amount « spent on home help serve 
whech om 1989 cost 16.8 bilhon kronor. of tence as mach 

asm 198) The sumber of poopie rocening home help 
servace has declined. however. from about 190.008) to 

just over JOU) Fewer and fewer younger penwoners 

are recenving home heip sers we 

Al the same tome. the growmg number of “elderly 
chderty has mncreased the demand tor hep in that group 
Home beip sers sce has therctore sacreased in total but os 
reaching fewer poeple One reason 1s thal younger pen- 

woners are becomeng healthier and managing beticr on 
thew own 

That corcumstance « alo reflected m the areca of 
howwng. mm which the number of old-age homes 6 
declining. while apartment hotchs and interspersed ser- 
vec apartments arc imcrcasing in number 

But the decline on the sumber of places in old-age homes 
has sowed. In 1989. pust over 40.000 poople were hiv ong 
m apariment hotch around 15.000) om old-age homes 
and 10.000 on service apariments 

F upensive ( hild ( are 

Hall of Sweden's children benefit from municipal child 
care. a small number are cared for privatch. and the 

reu—almost half—are cared for by thew parents Just 
over 2 ¥).000 cheldren vay on day care centers, just over 
100,000 are om ftamuly day care centers. and a dechineng 
group of yest over SUL000 are cared for m nursery 
«hook Just over 100.000 children go to after-school 

centers 

In 1989. 95.600) people were working divecth with 
Cheldren on the municipal child care system. and the cost 

came to put over ) bilhon kroner, or one and a half 
tomes as much as 10) yoars ago 

Al the end of the 1980's. child care costs accounted for 

13.7 percent of capendiurcs by the munnipalines and 
2 § percent of GNP [grows national product] 
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A place om a day care center cow 71.1000 kronor per vcar 

while a place m a tame) day care conter com SH) 

bromo 

More and more houwscholds are m need of howwng 
subuiders Siatrstecs from the Howwng Board show that 
328.000 houscholds rocened a howsng sumed) om May 
of thes year That was 87.10) more than m May 1989 
The develapment could not have come as a surprise to 
the govcrament. wehech lav ycar alhxcated an addriional 
1.7 tulhon kronor to the account for howsng sulodees 
The purpom was to help houscholds cope with rung 
howwng Costs on the wake of the tas reform 

* Johanson: Nonsocialist Alliance Distant 
VIENOC OO Sew dholee DIGENS NUHETER 

m Swedish 2° Jul VI pp Y 

[Magdalena Kubbung artxke “Center Party bs t rem 
About Cheld Care Suledics. Joust Nonsocsalest F ames 
Poloy ts Lackeong”] 

[Test] “A yornt nonsocuaiit famely policy m currently 
lacking.” C enter Leader Oot lohanwon told DAGENS 
NVHETER. The Center. m contrast to the Moderates 
and the Liberals. wants to wntraduce a child carc sulrndy 
immediately while semultancously discontinuing cortan 

business Laves 

The Liberals now have a new famed) polny proposal 
afloat thal moorporates a cortam feastelay wherety 
parents can recenve that form of cheld care whech surts 

them best. Thes appears to be a Mend of the Socwl 
Democrats’ parent imsurance and (he nomseciwint pro 
posal for a cheld care allowance 

Should there be a nomsacialist majority on thes autumn s 

clection. the Liberals. together with the Moderates. have 
proontized a large tax reduction before child care sutwrds 
can be wntreduced. That « what Moderate Leader ( ari 
Bokdi and Liberal Leader Bengt Westerberg des ribed in 
thew jount program from last year 

Only the Center Remains 

(Hot Johansson and the two other monsacilent party 

leaders were om agreement in January about a child care 
subwidy to replace the Socal Democrat's parent esr. 
ance. Now only the Center Party romans Both of the 
other nonsocualest partes have fownd thew own sole. 
tens 

Also the tome frame for untroducung a child care sulyrdy 
rs being disputed by the nonsaciaints The Moderates 
and the Liberals want to have the general tax rode tron 
come first, the reforms afterwards. of they sacceed m 
gctiing power. The Center Party wants to mirodece a 
child care allowance at the same time that lasatron of 
working capital for small and medium-sized buses. is 
abolished and the tas on securities transaction 1 
removed But other large tax reductions have to wart. the 
C enter Party feels 
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~Nenvecialinet Hawle™ 

“I don't know what's goung on” sand (Hot Johanwon 
trom the lawn bowleng lancs om Shaan “Lavi ( ctoher 
( art Boldt and Bengt Wesicrherg «rote a paragraph mm 
thew artacke procescty sctteng forth the ofsectnvcs of the 
cheld care sulerds to the affect that eth jot financeng 
the private person could decade We arc not the ones who 
have deviated trom the agreement ~ 

(Hot Johanvwen lets anger gct the bewt of bom when he 
speaks about the somsecsulet hawile around the cheld 
care allowance. «hoch has been onc of the ( enter party's 
hughes’ preorety msucs wnce the 967s hn not by 
acoxdent that the C enter Party cmphawecs this nvuc. the 
( enter Party leader pounts out. “lt 6 even more empor- 

tant now. at a tome when onc wants to rence the publn 
“tor” 

The ( enter chooses a child care sulted) before a corre- 
sponding tas reduction The family polxy preorstuzeng 
has to be taken care of before any formation of a 
govcrament. (Hot Johanwon rs accustomed to sayeng mm 
hes speeches 

How docs somsocsalest family policy book today” 

“As best I can make out. there 6 90 pornt pollu, there © 
sand the Center Party icader 

Nene, (an Be bound 

tL sheral Party Vece4 harman Borget F reggebo sand a week 
ago that the ( enters fiscal proposal was pretty, enreal- 
min. with “lots of ant” Clot Johanwon has deswrihed the 
frnanceng of the ctuld care sulwedy as such that the mew 
money needed to finance the sulwedy 1s 2 percentage of 

moms {value added tas] The catra moncy 1 already 
fownd «withen the taa structurc and can be rodivivyhuted 
to cover the cxapendrturc. the Center Party bebeves 

“But the Leberal party and the Moderates large tas 
reduction lump appropriates everytheng ft far tee 
) _ 

In the clectron of IVER the nomsecsalrst parties were m 
grcal agreement (Hot Johanvwon feels Today its notice. 
ably more difficult. devpite the fact that apimen poll 
figures indicate the opposite 

Today 0 sa beth encertanm whether there 1 a dewre to 

work together mm a comervatiwe alhance” the ( enter 
Party leader sand 

* Vegosiays Rank First (mong (sytem Seekers 

* Soviet Group Also Large 

VIE NOE Stew dee DOOENS SDIHETER 
m Sacdot 90 Jul Gi p 

| Anmeka \enerud artate “Stream (4 Refugees Halved | 
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[Text] (only half as mam refugees came t: Secden 
dureng the fers hall of thers vcar as durung the same pened 
law year, Refugee camps are bong clowed down favicr 
than caper tod 

During the fort wa months of the year shout 7 Si) 
people came to Sweoden seching asylum. (iver terce that 

number 16.088) came durung the same period lawt year 

In teres of ends edaal cowntrcs. the major) of thow 
sochong avy hum dureng the late spreng came from V ugo- 
vlavca Thes group has alo morcased sharply) In July of 
last year 127 V epostays come to Seoden seckhing asstom 

In June of thes year there were 334 

“Now they are comeng trom oil sectvom of Vugosiavia. 
even though the group of Kosovo Alhansans rs stell the 
largest” sand Jan Hovemyo. sectron chect at the Natronal 
Imemgratron and Naturahzatron Board 

Aftcr Vugostavca the greatest number of people seching 
avium are comeng from Somaha. Irag. and Iran. Large 
groups of Sovect crtizems are also comeng 

Scrececng Centers 

( omudering the past year. from | July 1990 the order 
would be different tran. Vugosiavea. Iraq. Lebanon, 
stateless, and Etheoma Of course. thes reflects the site- 
atron on the world Oine growp of asylum seekers that bas 
dropped sharpl) m recent times © the group from 

Lebanon In July 1990 there were 220. but only 24 thes 
June 

A refugee seek eng asylum on Swcden first payeecs through 
a screening center. then gocs to a refugee Camp while the 
Imrmgratron and Naturahzatron Board decides whether 
of not he of she well be granted asyytem and the nmght to 

lve on thes Cowntry 

Ml the th cenmeng of the vear the board decided to 
chemnate much of the capacity at screening comters and 
refugee camps by reducong the processeng tome 

Accordeng to the plan. there would be room for 26.000 
by the end of the first hall of the year Now they are 

down to putt ender 25.10) and thes. they have dome 

better than capected ft hes heen mostl) temporary 

annescs that have dnappearcd In many cases. hotels 

and hoats were used 

Increase Dering | all 

The plans te cut hack extend to the summer of 1993. At 
that tence there showld be only 7 000 places at 25 comps 
and fowr screemeng centers 

its difficult te say whether of not thes goal can be met 
Recentlh 7S) Polwh Gopwes suddenly) turned up m 

Sweden sechong awhom In cases such as the. even the 
cartiong tacelitees arc omulficrent 

The plan to chemenate taceltees 1s based on the awurmnp- 
tron that there well be about Wi(H) refugees cach year 
Ths has heen tho cave during the past two years 
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“There has been a slow strcam of ememegrants thes vcar 
but there = always an morcase dureng the tall” Jan 
Hon cmyo sand 

He docs not Leow cxacth why the nm so 

“Some of them have boon here on sacateon during the 
surmmect and thes sock avium om August of September 

But there must be other ncasoms as wcll 

Jan Hovenyo gave a let of reasons why the number of 

people seching asylum has dropped recently 

The orrses on the Persean Gralf made a difficult tor asytum 
seekers from the Meddic Laut to come to Europe The 
situation in Lehanen and devclopments on Est E arope 

have caused fewer asylum webers to come from those 
arcas 

In the past. Poland and what was then East Cocrmany 
were fot seen as premary asylum cowntrcs Now asylum 

seckers from therd cowntrics who pass through these two 
cowrtres are semt hack Another factor rs that the ayslom 

regulations were made more sirct om Docember 1989 At 
that ime. “)) percent of the alum application were 
approved. while the figure 6 now only SO percent 

“What «s difficult to endertiand. however, 6 that while 
the number of poople scching asstum mm Sacden 

Norway. and Denmark has dechmed. the figures have 
mm teased in the remainder of West Europe 

* Fewer Assaults on Refugees 

VIE NOCTUIB Sex dhol DIGENS NYUUMETER 
m Sacdeh 80 Jul Ol p 

[Annika Anncred article “Attacks Fewer Than Lau 
Year] 

[Text] More attacks on emmegrants have heen reported 

recenth Despite thes. there has boon a sharp drop 

compared to last ycat. according to the bmmgration and 
Naturalization Board 

The most rooent mondemt occurred law wechend m 
Sattle A gang of shonmheads and then supporters attacked 
five Lebanese refugees. one of whom was seriously 
myured 

(on Monday many Saffle residents brought Mowers to the 
retugee camp and called to say that there were regular 
people town. as well, and not past shenheads 

bore Bomb 

Ervk Kobl s on charge of securrty at the bmgration and 
Naturalization Board and he recenes reports on all 
attacks There have been few thes vear compared to last 
vear He mentioned the worst of them 

In January a camp m Koruna was borned In lune a 
homemade fire hombh was thrown ote the camp m 

Temra (99 9 July a gang of youths on Hety firchombed 
the camp there 
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The first of the sumcrows aitacks against refugees law 
vear was a dynamic biel om a laundry room m Svcs. 

shagen wm Bohusian That was om carly May Before the 

end of the month. refugee camps on Kimstad. Marecstiad 
Motala. Lahoim. Kolhack. Caridend. and Partuilic had 
heen attacked eath fire bom and smoke grenades 
Some of the camps were burned to the grownd 

Jest \s Goad 

“There «as one pened from May onto part of July when 
the mass media cgged them on and of was bic a wll- 
tulfilieng prophecy ~ Ervk Kohl sand 

fim | Jume laut year the Jattwaa Home m Ficn was 
attacked wath fire bombs Three youths were arresicd for 
the attack a week later 

According to the polwe mvesiigatvon. one of them sad 
thes wanted to show that they were post as good om Flen 
as on other towns 

Some trod to Mame the atiacks on the government's 
more restrictive refugee policy. In December 1989. when 
they made a more difficult to ofan asylum. thes was 
micrpreted to mean that some people who had sought 
asylum om Swoden were not really refugees 

During the spring of 1990. thers were drsinihbuted 
throughout the cowntry ondicateng what cnormows sub- 
wees refugees could rocenve 

“Taken mdiv dually. the asecrtroms were trec, bul on the 
whole thes were bes. Thess a vers cflective way to he” 
trok Kohl cond 

Many of the attacks were armed at new facelitecs that had 
heen st up where, m the past. there had heen fo 

refugees’. Now mam of these have been closed down 
once aga. snce there 1s lew mood for facertres 

Many workers at the arrows regroms of the lmemgratren 
and Naturalzaton Board eth ehom DAGENS 
NV HETER spoke beheve that the clowng of thes, face 
tes © One reason why the number of attacks has 

decreased Antirctugee groups have noted that there arc 
fewer people scching assium and alo fewer who arc 

granted asylum 

Dureng the tall of 1990 the Natronal Polwe Board 
cxamened the attacks Some people suspected that they 
were orgamized. bul the poloe townd no mdicatron of 
thes The perpetrators were young males who were wse- 
ally mmtoxn ated 

* Wave of Polish Gypsies 

VIE NOCTIC Sta dhote DOOENS NDE TER 
m Sacdeh 8 Jul V1 p § 

[t nattrrbuted article 

Asiem | 

‘Poleh Capes Not Crven 

[Test] Malme—The stream of Polrsh Crypercs seckong 
asylum on Seoden comtenucs to grow An additrenal 2S) 
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arnved Monday on the cvenmg ferry to Vetad. Dureng 
the past week, 1.0000 Craypecs appleed for awlem m 
Malmo The National Immigration and Naturahzation 
Board % now sctiong up a tent crty om Vetad to hows 
them 

Last week a Polish Gypsy fam) sought anloem m 
Seoden. They beheved they were pereccuted m thew 
home sv ellage after a Gypsy man had been mmvolved m an 
automotule acodent om etuch a Polrsh sobdect dicd 

The tamely sand that several Gypsy homes had been 
vandahred and they had 2 vico tape showrng homes 

that had been destroyed. 

The tamely was sent to a screening cemtcr whole thes case 
was berng cxamened. More Polish Crypecs came during 
the week. The stream reached a high mark on Sunday. 
when a total of 300 Crypscs sought asy hum om Malmo 

The pohoe beheve there 1s an orgamzation arranging the 
trips to Sweden 

So far. 12 Polesh Gypwes have been refused asylum. It rs 
the wncgurvocal operon of the Immuegratron and Natu- 
trahvatron Board that there 1s fo reason to grant them 
asylum Harassment 1s not reason cnough. unless there rs 
evidence thal the harassment 1 caused Sy the author. 

tes 

“We beheve they all well be refused asytom.~ sand Anders 
Westerberg. southern regronal chief of the Imengration 
and Naterahzation Board 

“Hopefully. the reyectsoms will come as soon as powrble. 
so that other Gypsies on Poland will realize that they will 
not recerve asylum on Sweden and. om thers way. they can 

be prevented from making the inp. Anders Westerberg 
sand 

* Autworities Act To Stem Polish Refugee Wave 

* One Thousand Gypsies Arrive 
VIE NOOSA Stockholm DIGENS NVHETER 

m Swedish 31 Jul G1 p 

{Lars Ramblint article: “Polish Radio Lured t's] 

[Teat] The number of Polrsh Cypwes seekong asy haem om 
Scama has now exceeded 1.000. and the mugration 
cauwng a cris at the refugee reception center m 
southern Sweden 

“The Polwh radio has sand that Ciypsy refugees are 
weloome om Sweden.” says one of the Potrsh refugees 

She 1s clearly enritated over the temporary conditions at 

the Moenestry of Imengratron’s refugee cemter om \ stad 

The tmrmgration Minrstry « beng crvitcezed by local 
politrciams and the general publu for leas eng those who 
have warted for asylum for months mm the bench mow that 
hundreds of new Polwh Cipuecs have to be howd 
somewhere every day 
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As vet there 6 90 decrease m the stream of asylom- 

seckers. although the Foreagn Mensstry. by way of the 
cmbawy m Poland, has asked the Polish authorstics to 
heip cxplain the Swodrsh asytum regulations and prov adc 
mformatron about them at the ferry stations. among 
other places. 

City of Barracks 

The Imemgratron Ministry's refugee center mm Vetad 1s a 
gloomy city of barracks m onc of the city’s mndusinal 
areas. but as the home for almost a year of asylum- 
seckers from conflxt spots around the world. a has 
functsoned as a small socecty woth day care. recreateon, 
and mecting rooms for the various cthnx groups not 

quite WOO refugees 

Some refugees have even organized thew own garden 

plots and grow vegctabics outside ther windows 

But for about a week now, schoolrooms and day care 

cemters have been turacd umto housing for newly arrived 
Polrsh Gypwecs secking asylum. Mattresses are spread 
out on the floors, and m some rooms the bunkbeds are 
very close to one another 

Last Monday the military arrived at the faceity—rn full 
warteme gear with machine gens on the backh—and put 
up sa tents between the barracks. They are needed as 
sleepeng quarters for an mcrcawngly heavier sircam of 

Potrsh Cry pees 

The presence of the milttary created encawness Infor. 
ration about what was happening was scant 

Now there 1s great rsh that the camp wll be cleared out 
m order to only function as a processing center, On 
Monday. nearly 30 refugees at Frostavalien outude 
Hoor were quickly moved without previous warning to 

other umstallatioms further up the country 

“A certam amount of vacating « berg comudered m 
Ystad.” admits Soren Marrstedt. Used purely as a ref- 
ugee processing center, the facility can take care of post 
over SUD asylum-seckers. on hes opinion 

If so. & must be equipped with temporary showers and 
chemical torlets. which arc now berg prepared 

The oprmeon rs that the problem can be solved although 
no one had been able to predict thes major inflas of 
asy lum-seckers 

We Were Worried 

\ camping site mood has spread over the arca. Lively 
children are playing on jungle gyms and swrngs 

4 young man comes up to the camp's Polrsh-speaking 

emplovee and asks “Where the beach” 

(hutede the harracks 1s hes Polrsh-regrstered car 

Why os be seeking asylom” 
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“We were worred.” he says. 

He docs not want to talk about any actual persecution. 

He has arrived with his family and he would like to work 
in Sweden. he says. 

What happens if he does not obtain asylum but has to 
return to Poland” 

“| don't know.” 

lt 1s clear that the Gypsies who want asylum no longer 
come just from the village of Mlawa, where unrest 1s said 
to have started at the end of June after a traffic accident. 
In Ystad there are today a ‘um-seeking families from 
several large cities in Polane 

(utside one of the tents sits a family from the port city 
of Swinouyscie. Tho. ask us not to mention their name 

The father of the family +s angry. 

“The children are hungry. Look, this ts all we get to 
drink.” he says and bangs a big soda bottie of water on 
the table 

de says the family apphed for asylum immediately and 
that arrived without money. 

“The moncy 1s left behind in Poland.” he says. 

The passport police have a different opinion. At the 
border, all Gypsies say that they are coming as tourists. 

They can also show that they have money with them—an 
average of as much as $1,000. 

“Anyone who has liquid assets to live on must pay his 

own costs before the Swedish state pays any contribu- 
tons.” says camp chief Soren Harrstedt. 

But all the cars outside the camp” 

Well. they are used by the Polish Gypsies. Harrstedt 
says. But a Polish-registered car cannot be sold in 
Sweden and, furthermore, the ownership question 1s 
usually unclear 

Longer Wait 

The case of every asylum-secker 1s evaluated individu- 
ally. and now requires mayor investigative resources. The 
first SO have already beer given the decision that they 
are not considered political refugees and therefore must 
leave the country. But the waiting times at the processing 
center are growing day by day with the large number of 
applicants 

The pohce in Malmo are convinced that there are 
organized forces behind the trips to Sweden. The CGryp- 
sics are getting help at the ferry stations and the police 
know that there are Poles mecting people in Sweden 

As long as it 1s not possible to prove that it 1s being done 
for moncy. 1 1s not illegal to help your countrymen, the 
police conclude 
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* Asylum Requests Denied 

YIENOCO3B Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 6 Aug ¥1 p 6 

{Lars Ramklint article: “Gypsies Returning Home: Littic 
Prospect for Asylum Emptied the Camp in 
Veybystrand”] 

{Teat] The stream of asylum-secking Polish Gypsies has 
ebbed. Of the more than 1.200 who applied for asylum in 
Sweden during one week. all but about 130 have 
returned to Poland. 

In many parts the atmosphere between the local resi- 

dents and the asylum-seekers turned ugly. and people are 
letting oul a sigh of rehef now that the whole thing 1s 
over. 

For ICA [International Cooperative Alliance] grocery 
store owner Arne Henrysson in Veybysirand, a police 
investigation 1s pending for agitation against a minority 
group afier he closed his store to the Polish Gypsies 

This took place after approximately 10 Gypsies had been 
caught stealing red-handed. 

“I got mad as hell.” says Arne Henrysson. “But | would 
have done the same regardless of who acted like that in 
my store.” 

Local Residents Support 

Arne Henrysson says that about $0 Gypsies were 
crowding the store at the same time. They took bites out 
of rolls and applies and pushed thei fingers into the 
prepackaged ground meat 

Bul i was not against them that the police intervened, 
bul against the merchant. Social Democratic member of 
Parhament Hans-Goran Franck offered himself as a 
witness against him. 

“The local population has sent flowers and promised to 

pay my fines.” says Arne Henrysson. “That shows where 
the sympathies he” 

All of the asylum-secking Polish Gypsies have now lett 
the camp at Veybysirand. Most of them did so volun- 
tarily after the Swedish authorities had explained how 
little prospect they had of berng allowed to stay 

One Hundred Thirty Left 

On Monday. another 170 of the Polish Gypsies were 
turned away. The remaining | 4) are expected to receive 
their rejection notices over the next few days. No more 
Polish Crypsics have apphed for asylum in Sweden since 

Friday night 

“The fact that so many have left voluntarily 1s because 
they realized that they would not gct asylum and they did 
not want to lose the opportunity of coming back to 

Sweden.” Olle Persson-Berg. in charge of information at 
the refugee processing center in Malmo, told TT [Press 
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Wire Services} that those who were given reyection 
Gecisions May not enter Sweden for two years 

Contingency Plans (Are Working 

For the southern region of the Ministry of Immigration 
the unexpected onslaught turned into a test that the 
contingency plans are working. This ss the opimon of 
chict Anders Westerberg 

“ht could have ended im turmoil. but together the police 
and the Immigration Ministry were able to solve thew 
task better than betore.~” 

“The best solution would have been to arrange tent 

accommodations tor everyone in Ystad. but that was 

voted down after objections from other authorities.” he 
recounts 

The military was doubttul about lending any more tents 
and the Building Commission in Y stad also said no 

“We conclude thal from now on we must possess per- 

manent building permits in order to be able to mect 
similar catastrophic situations in the future.” says 
Anders Westerberg. The Immigration Ministry will also 
acquire its Own tents for emergencies 

Since yount lodging in Y stad was not possible. the Immi- 

gration Munisirs chose to vacate refugee camps in other 
parts of Scania and sent approwmately SOO asslum- 
seckers living there to 20 of so other facilities further 

north in Sweden 

‘l understand that this meant problems tor them, but a 
was defensible in the acute situation.” says Anders 
Westerberg 

In many cases his colleagues Interally worked around the 
chock 

“We were mm control of the situation at all tomes and 

procured tood and lodging tor all asylum-seckers.” he 
summarized 

He admits that some mistakes were made. such as in 
providing information to the munxipalitics. but he 

belreves that there were sull clearly fewer Cooperation 

problems than during the last wave of asylum- 
seckers—the Bulgarian Turks—in the fall of 1989 

* Nonsocialist Coalition Seen Devaluing Krona 
VIE NOCED 1 Sta dholm DIGENS NUHETER 
m Sucdih 26 Jul Gi pa 

[Csuest Commentary by Hans T. Soderstrom, protessor of 

economics and executive director of the Industral 

( ownci! tor Socal and Economic Studies: “ Nonsoctalyst 

Fising Start Threatens the Economy” | 

{Teat]) An onternal devaluation in the form of a mayor 
reduction in payroll taxes. combined with somilar cuts in 

publ cxapendiures. for cvamplc. would quickly chim, 

nate the crises mentality im thes country This measure 1s 
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supported by strong groups in society. Consequently. the 
temptation for a nonsocialsst Coalition government to 
make a “flying start” on this way could be overwhelming 
The other side of the coun would be a rising budget 
deficut. increased inflation. and another free-for-all on 
the labor market. cconomrst Hans T. Soderstrom warns. 

Between thes summer's campaign rallies the politicians 
have occasion to ponder how they would actually deal 
with the economy if thes are forced to take responsibility 

for forming a government after the election. That wall be 
no envious task. Although the last term of office was 
characterized by a high level of economic and political 
activity. the Swedish cconomy today has a number of 
serious problems remaining that will force the politicians 
to make some difficult decissons. 

(ine important question. of Course. 1s to what extent the 

slow coonomic growth in recent years can be attributed 
to a lowermg of Sweden's imtcrnational competitive 
strength. According to calculations. during the laitc 
1980's we used up the cost benefits created by the 
devaluations of 198! and 1982 and our competitive 
Strength today 1s approwmately 1 percent worse than 

betore these dev aluations 

Industrial production dropped by & percent between 

April 1990 and April 199! 

Profit margins at major Companies had already dropped 
to 2 percent last year—the lowest level since the crisis 

years of 197° and 19°78. Profits contenuc to fall this year 

Plans for mvestment in Swedish mndusiry continuc to 

decline tor both 1991 and 1992 

Employment in business dropped by almost | percent 

during the past scar 

The number of people seckhing yobs outside the open 

labor market has mcreased recentl, by approximately 
}O0.000 te 322.000 on May of thes vear 

We could continue this lest with data on the record 

number of bankrupiiics and layotls. as well as the 
rapidly imcrcasing imbalance between direct Swedish 
investments abroad and direct forcign invesiments in 
Sucden 

The sitlain—the cost crists—ts already here Thus. at 
long last the labor market must make a radical change in 
wage formation and productivity—the alternative is a 
level of unemployment without paralic! im postwar 

Sucden 

During the first year of the neat term of office. the 

proudly declared normative poly will be tested for the 

first tome Wall withstand the test or has the battle 

against inflation semply been political bot ai that the 

general publn can safely disregard” 

In thes situation. many cconomists who previously advo- 

cated the normative polis are now leaving the polit 

cans in the lurch and proposing a radical new cost 
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adjustment. In an article on thes page on 2! March. for 
example. Professor Lars Calmfors—in a debate with 
general directors Bernhardsson and Ortendah!— 
advocated a so-called internal devaluation. a general 
10-percent reduction in payroll taxcs combined with a 
similar reduction in government expenditures. 
According to Calmfors. that would be a beticr way to 
avoid “extensive layoffs” in the labor market and “long- 
term high unemployment” than the labor market poli- 

cies advocated by the two general directors 

I believe there 1s a powerful political force in the fre- 
quently recurring proposals that advocate a radical new 

cost adjusiment through an internal devaluation. Afier 
all. it 1S Quite cass to identity strong groups in socicty 
that must see this as being short-sightedncess. A business 
communis suffering from low profitability would 
reyorce OVE some temporary breathing room. without 
cxamining the long-term consequences in detail OF 
course, the labor market would resorce over the possi- 

bility of plodding on a few more years in the same old 
way. OF course. the munnipalitics would see the possi- 

bility of higher levels of employment as an uncrpected 

godsend 

For a new coalition government. an accommodation 
measure of this type could appear to be the perfect 
“fing start.” It would be a practical way to clhiminate 
the crisis mentality on thes country quickly and to cover 
up the most serious discord over necessary structural 

changes. It 1s precisely for thes reason that | believe the 
question of a possible cost adjustment 1s the biggest and 
most important issuc thal a future government will face. 
The outcome of this issuc will set the tone for the 
economy and politics throughout the neat term of office 
and it will lay the groundwork for cconomic policies 
during future terms of office 

What. then. 1s wrone with a proposal thal enjoys such 
broad support among such strong groups’ There are 
mans problems with it and | will mention the most 

important ones here They are all of a more long-term 
nature bul. in my Opinion, they are much more mmpor- 
tant than the temporary advantages that could be gained 
from the cost adjustment 

First of all, an additional cost adjustment would have a 
devastating effect on the credibility of a future govern- 
ment’s Stabilization policy It could not first undertake a 
cost accommodation and then claim to support a nor- 

mative policy that requires structural adjustments. That 
would be about the same as saying to an alcoholic, “Here 
iS another liter, bul alter thal you must promise to stop 

drinking’ 

Secondly. a sharp reduction in payroll taxes today would 

not promote growth to the extent that its advocates 
clam. The main effect would be that there would be 
more room for wage increases. The strongest groups on 
the labor market would quickly take advantage of this 

room and then the cost mereases would be spread 
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throughout the economy by means of the usual compen- 
sation mechanisms. The wage reductions that ( almfors 
rightfully wants (and which have actually occurred in 
commercial aviation and in the finance sector) would 
disappear into the distant future 

Third, the reduction in payroll taxcs would deal a death 
blow to the productivity cflorts of companies. Some 

Swedish corporate leaders claim that ut would be possible 
to compete today. despite our high wages. if only absen- 
tecrsm and other factors that adversely affect produc- 
tusity could be changed to meet international standards 

In the wake of the cost crisis. companies have now begun 
to take steps that could increase productivity to a level 

that would make our high wages defensible. A dramatic 
cost reduction would take all the wind out of the saris of 

this promising process 

Fourth. the new government will have to deal with a 
rapidly growing deficit mm the national budget. A reduc- 
tion in the payroll tax on the order recommended by 
Calmtors would take about 40 billion kronor out of the 

Slate coffers. No plans have been worked out that could 
be implemented quickly to reduce public expenditures 

by anything approaching that order of magnitude. Thus 
the proposed tax reduction would quickly put us back 

mito the “debt trap” of resing deficits and interest pay- 

ments that characterized the late 1970's. A major out- 
flow of capital and sharply rising domestic interest rates 
are unavoidable parts of this picture 

Fitth. there w Il be a need for other tay reductions when 

the new government's reduced spending begins to create 
a socrocconomic space tor such reductions. The joint 
economic and political program of the Moderates and 
Liberals foresees a general reduction in the sales tax. In 
addition, the Center Party and the Christian Democratic 

Alliance want a sharp reduction in the sales tax on tood 

In order to get business moving. there must be a change 
in the property tax and other taxes on capital to bring 

them inte line with the EC. Ip the EC process. varus 

specific taxes will be climimated or reduced. A sharp 
reduction im the payroll tax. which 1s noncontroversial 

from the EC standpomnt. would make this adjustment 

process much more difficull 

Thus, in my opinion the conclusions that responsiblc 

politicians in all camps must draw are the following 

1) Sweden's low growth rate 1s an acute problem that the 
neat government must counter with immediate Measures 
of a Structural nature Without growth. the problems 

involved in stabilization will soon be so severe that the 
government will be unable to deal with them 

2) Sweden now finds riself in a cost crises, regardless of 
whal various statestics may show The cost problem ts 

just another heavy, stone on the structural burden of 
slowly increasing productivity. a low level of savings 
and increasing problems in the public sector 

4) In thes bleak situation. uo may be tempting tor a new 

government to get off to another “flying Sart” thes tome 
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in the form of an internal devaluation. In doing so. 
however. it will have placed the seal of accommodation 

policies’ on its entire term of office. Structural changes 
al companies will come to a halt. contract negotiations 
will become a free-for-all. and the government's credi- 
bility well drop as budget deficits mmcrease and inflation 
rises 

Instead. the economic policy of the neal administration 
will be successful only if ut Continues to implement the 
normative policy and works more intensively to chm- 

nate systematic defects in the economy. For the sake of 

credibility. parties that are contenders for governmental 
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power must reyect any sca of a new COM adjusiment— 

external or internal—during the clecton campaign. It 1s 
not cven possibic to present an internal devaluation as a 

last resort. in case the structural work proves insufficient 
10 gct the cconomy moving That would be hike telling 
the aicoholic. “I am taking your hquor away from you 
now. but if abstenence proves to be too difficull. there 1s 
another bottle mm the cabinet” 

t vot note 

1. An accomodation policy 15 an capansive Monctary and 

financial policy that aliows inflatonary cost mcreases 
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Coverament Hails Return of ‘Legality’ in USSR 

V0 08 19001 Necoma Crpras Broadcasting 
( poration Radeo Netaort8 on Greek 1650GUI 

*) tue ¥l 

lTeat of Matement msucd by the Cypreat Ceovernment 
mn Necowa on 21 August] 

[feat] The C upreot CGoovermment cupresscs ots deep sat- 
miachon that the three-day ordcal capermcaced by the 

poopie of the Sovect € neon has ended with the restora- 
tron of constitutsomal order and legality m the country 

We hail the Sovrct people's courage and determination 
to detend the cowrse of reconstruction and demactratn 

msiitutrons on thew country 

We are cortamn that the evternational clamate of peacetul 

cooperation and of protecting the security of all peoples 
will Contenue to the benetit of the settlement of pending 
ternational protic. such as the ( \prus meuc 

Vasilow Sends Messages 

VO JORIS SOG! Neon C1RO Taare Netw 

ndeoreet 1°45 OWI Cl tue 9! 

[Test] Presdent Voor Vawhow sent messages this 

evening to Prewedent Mebhaid Gorhaches and President 
Borns Velten 

The mewage to Presedent Gorbaches notes that the 
Sovect prewdent’s return to power gives new hope to all 

mankind «whech had been plunged wnte despa by the 
news on the coup d'etat Vashou's mevsage adds The 
( vprnot people and | myuscll are following the Sovict 
poopie s struggle for democracy with great admuration 

The message goes on say that the coup’s farlure 1s the best 
proof of the success of Prewdent Crorhaches + policy 

The presedent also capresscs bes hope that Crorhaches's 

program for dome ratn reforms succeeds to benefit the 

Sovret | mons people as well as world peace and scu- 
ryty 

In hes mewsage to Bors Veltwn, Presdent V asilrou notes 

thal the C \prot people followed with interest and adm:- 

ration the Russean people's heron efforts under the 

guidame of thew determined leaderstup to defend 
demaray and constitutvonal order The message 
stresses: The people's decisive rewstance to the coup rs 
the best proot of peresirovka s success 

President Vasile gave the mevages to Sovect Ambas- 
wader Bors Zonkoy thes cvenimg 

troglu Calls Soviet Coup ‘Blow to Democracy” 
J aOR Teel 0 leedenteme) Bavras Rad: wm turkow 

(vps (0M OWT CO! tee Yl 
’ 

[Text] Prome Meester Dervis Erogla has declared that 
the ch chaprn« nts om the Sovect | geen conmstetute a he 

blow to demmracy Asked to comment on the devclop- 

ments om the Sowect | neon during a news conference 

troglu seed that 6 impowihle to predict the teuday 
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owlcome of the modents. because of a poopie + move- 

ment agammsi the coup We hope that the coup rs unsuc- 

cesstul, he noted 

Pownteng out that the world rs faceng extremely emportant 

developments. Eroglu remarked that at a tome when the 
cold war has come to an end. no onc should tavor a 

return to a closed regime om the Sovect U mon 

In replys to a gucstion on how the cvents m the Sovect 
l neon may affect the ( yprus msec. Eroglu sand that the 
(vprus msuc may be pushed mito the background 
because of the mondents 

AKEL Resolution ( ondemas GCorbaches Ouster 

NO O08 TS 1291 Newote Cupra Broadcasting 

( aperatiom Radw Nctactt on tered 14006 

i tue vi 

[Text] At a sessron today to discuss the latest devclop- 

ments on the Sovect | neon. the Restorative Party of the 

Working People [|AKEL) Central Commuttce Politnal 
Burcay approved a resedutvon condemning the removal 
of Mikhail GCrorhaches. the clected pressdent of the 

Sanvect l neon. as lantamount to a coup dctat 

The ARE L resolution capressed regret over and Condem- 
naton of the dramatxn devchopments m the Sovict 
lt nvon. whech centered on the removal of the clected 

president. Miebhail Grorhaches something which it sand 
represents a constitutronal dev sateen and rs tantamount 

to coup detat The resolutvon adds AKEL can. nate- 
rally. only condemn such actroms Al the same tome. a 

denownces the hy pocric) of those withen and without the 
Sovect Lt meen who are now appearing as Corhaches 's 
supporters after the acthons undermined hrs positron and 

the success of peresiroyka and sought to cause a devia- 

tron from the sacialint option 

Seviet Faveys Continue Latks on Cyprus Issue 

Meet President. Foreign Minister 

NC S708 7 22°91 Newowa Copres Rread ating 

Corporation Rade Nctact4 oe Greed 100GOMl 

7) tue vi 

{Excerpts] The two Soviet Foreign Moenestry envoys who 

arrived carly the morning m Cyprus. former Soviet 
Ambassador to Cyprus Yur Pokon and senor Sovect 
Foren Ministry official V\ladermer Pushkin, have began 
ther talks with the government. alrcady having met with 
Foren Moenrster Voor lakovow and President Vco- 
ryvos Vasile 

Answecring 4 reporter's qucstron as to whom they are 
representing. the two officials sand that they represent 

the Sovect Lt mon They also sand that thes well hold a 

news conference on Friday 

Fokon and Pushin eel mect with Views Galanos. pres 
dient of the Howse of Representatives and party leaders 

of representatives thes aftcrmoon [passage omitted] 
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Government spokesman Akins bands was asked in which 
framework thes current veset falls. He sand that the visu 

was sxheduled a long tome ago and talls within the 
framework of regular contacts between Cyprus and the 
Soviet Union, a permanent member of the UN Securty 
Council, Fandss added that the UN Security Council 1s 
expected to begin discussions on the Cyprus rssuc within 

the neal few days. He also mentioned that the extremely 

delicate phase through which the mssuc 1s passing makes 
it important for contenuous bricfings to be given to all 
partics concerned. Fandes was asked tf thes visit consti 

utes Cypriot recognition of the new Sovect regime. He 
sand that the positon of the Cypriot Government 
remains unchanged. that 1s. supports the quick resto- 

ration of order on the Sovect U non within the constitu- 
tonal framework 

The Democratic Socialist Renewal Movement 

[ADISOK] deceded not to meet with Fokin and Pushkin 
duc to the situatron on the Sovict Unvon An ADISOK 
Slatement mentions that the decision was made by the 
party s political committee 

Confer With Denktas 

1 Al 208121991 1 landestine) Bavrak Radi in Turkish 

to Cyprus 1080 GMT OO? tae 91 

{Excerpts} Presedent Raut Denktas today received Yury 
Fokin, Soviet Foreygn Ministry special envoy. and 
Viadim Pushken, Sovect Foreuygn Monestry European 
atlas official, who arrived on the wsland yesterday. He 
conferred with them for some time 

In a Matement to the media at the end of the meeting. 
which lasted approxmmately one and a half hours, Den- 
hias sand that Fokon. thhe Nelson Ledsky. was assigned to 
deal with the Cyprus nsec, Denktas remarked that the 
Soviet offical 1s a down-to-carth and realrstic diplomat 

who has taken a realest: stand to help both sides during 
hes Stay on Cyprus 

Denkias sand he caplamed to Fokon sencerely the pos- 
von of the Turkish Cypriot side, recent devclopments, 
and the difficultees concerning the Cyprus problem 

[passage omitted] 

Ponting out that the Sovect officials were mtormed 
about the second rownd of talks to be held with the UN 

officials in the comeng days. as well as the problems 
toreseen by the Turkish Cypriot sede. Denktas noted that 

the Turkish Cypriot sede will awant dev clopments before 
reaching a decrsson and the people will be duly informed 

Denktas declared that he held a good mecting with Fokin 
and Pushkin and welcomed the fact that the mecting 
took place when Crorhaches was rounstiated. He sand 
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Thess «s another reason for our satustaction. It was a 
welcome concidence. We met on a good day. so i was 

nol a problematic mecting 

In hes statement aficr the mecting. Fokin said that he has 

been meeting Denktas for a long time. Fokin noted that 
today’s mecting was also usctul and he 1s pleased with 

the outcome. Noting that he now beticr understands the 

Turkish Cyprot views on the various aspects of the 
(Cyprus problem. Fokin stressed that the sides must be 

more realest on ther ctlorts to find a solution and that 

nothing can be achieved through iiusions. Fokin 
declared that the only way to 4 solution ts conciliation 

that 1s what everyone vs striving for, He will submit a 
report to thes effect upon hes return to the USSR 

In reply to a question by a BRT [Bayrak Radw and 

Television] correspondent. Fokin expressed doubt that 
the sides can mect at the ncgotiating table newt month 
He remarked that the maticr 1s very complicated, there- 
fore, 1 1s not night to preset a date tor the talks 

Eroglu Clarifies Position on lerritorial Issues 

1 A2V08718291 (Clandestine) Bavrak Radiw in lurkik 

to Cyprus 1030 GMT OT Awe 91 

[Excerpt] Prome Minister Dervis Eroglu has pointed out 
that the Grech Cypriot-Cereck pair has engaged in cttorts 
to block the quadmpartitc summit on Cyprus and 1s. 

therctore, adopting a stand that 1s unacceptable to the 
Turkish side on the territorial and refugee rsucs 

In a news conference today. Eroglu revicrated that the 
Turkish Cypriots are mnsestent on the subject of territo- 

rial balancing. He sand ot ts umpossible for even onc 
Greek Cyprnot to come and live among the Turkish 
Cypriots at the moment, but 1 may be possible at the end 

of 4 moratonum period. Explaming that the Turkish 

Cypriot side proposed a moratorium of 18 ycars. during 

which everyone will remain in thei own sectors. Eroglu 
said that the duration of the moratorum may be nego- 
ated, but that only at the end of that period will the 

sides be able to mect and discuss proposed movements 

The prime minister declared that the Greek Cypriot 

msistence on forcing the Turkish Cypriots to make 
terrional concessions and determine the coring on the 

number of Greck Cypriots who will come to live among 
Turkish Cyprnots im the north ws a tacth anned at 
blocking the talks. Eroglu added: The goal rs to create the 
impression that we are mtransigent. Neriher the Greck 

(yprots nor the Turkish Cypriots want to become 
refugees again Since a terrvtioral balancing will also be 
efiected. the Greck Cypriots will not be able to come to 

the north and find then own property [passage omitted] 
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Prime Minister Welcomes Sovict Developments 

NC 21081956971 Athens Ellinthi Radhiotoma Radw 
Network on Greek ISSO GMT OT Ane 9! 

[“Teaxt” of statement by Prime Minisicr Konstandinos 
Mitsotakis in Athens on 21 August—rcad by announcer] 

[Text] The situation in the Sovect Union remains fund. 
but there are clear and growing indications that events 
are Moving in a positive direction. The Sovict people's 
courageous resistance. in which democratically clected 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin played a leading rolc. 

and the unanimous reaction of the international commu- 
nity. particularly that of the EC and the Unned States. 

played key roles in thes outcome 

Everyone's goal was and remains the restoration of 
constitutronal icgality and the continuation of the 
reforms to democratize Sovict socicty launched by Pres- 
ident Mikhail Gorhaches 

The Greek Government. which has from the outset 
expressed its clear and categorical opposition to the 
deviation from constitutronal normality im the Sovict 
Umon, cxapresses its profound satisfaction over these 
developments and hopes that the Sovict people's march 
toward democracy and freedom will be consolidated 

Samaras Meets Baker, Turkey's Giray in Brussels 
NC 2208071891 Athens Eilinihi Radinotoma Radw 

Network in Greek 0400 GMT 2? Aue 91 

[Text] Foregn Minister Andoniws Samaras and US 
Secretary of State James Baker held a private mecting on 
the sidelines of the extraordinary NATO conference im 
Brussels yesterday. The Cyprus issuc was their maim 
topic of discussion. Samaras sand that he informed Baker 
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that the upooming clectrons m Turkey arc creatong a 
problem in resolving the situatron 

The Greck foreign munisicr also met with cw Turkish 
Forcign Minrsicr Sata Gray at the conference Diplo 

matic sources Sard that the Turkish side made ut known 
that the parhamentary clectrons on the Country well take 

place on cither 20 of 27 September 

Ministry Reacts to Sungar Remarks on ( yprus 

NC JIOSISS7Y1 Athens ER1 Tesscra Radw Networt 

m Greck ISOOGMTI Ol tae 9 

[Text] A Foreign Ministry statement has sand that the 
Gareck Government must regrctiully conclude that the 

Turkish side mmsists on distorting events regarding 
(Cyprus. The statement notes that the Turkish side emsists 
on using the unacceptable term of peoples rather than 

communities, which os the correct term and the one 

accepted by the Unned Nateons. The use of the term 

peoples caused the breakdown of the microcommunal 

talks in March 1990. the UN secretary general's recourse 
w the Security Councid, and the subsequent adoption of 

Resolution 649 of 1990 which reyected the terms used by 

Rauf Denktas 

Concerning Murat Sungar’s clam that Gireece s arte 
trarily setting preconditions. the Forcygn Munrsiry state- 
ment noted that Crreece’s demands are shared by the UN 
secretary general himsclf who. on his latest report to the 
Security Council, stressed the urgent need tor progress 
on the two key rssucs of land and refugees which would 
bring the sides within range of an agreement preot to the 
convening of an imtcrnatronal conterence 

The need for such progress to have been made 1 also 
mentioned in the US. Presedent’s statement of 2 August 
1991. the Foren Minsstry statement concluded 
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Vilmaz: No Reaction Offered to Soviet \mbassader 

7 AlVO8145291 Amhara AN TIOL1 1 on bLewlik 

1440GMT 2) tue Vl 

[Test] Istanbul (4.4+—Prome Monestcr Mesut Velmas 
sand here on Wednesday that nothing has been Commu. 
nxcated to the Sovict ambassador m Ankara comocrneng 
Turkey's reaction to the coup m the Sovect U mon 

“As long as we do not say thal we recognize the ace 
government, 1 means thal we are not rocogmezeng 1.” he 
sand 

V shmaz also sand that Sovect Anvhassador Albert Cherny - 

shes had on hes own mitiative given information to the 
Foreign Minisiry concerning the stuation om the Soviet 
L mon but that the Turkish side had sand notheng on the 
subject during the mecting 

He sand Turkey pays special aticntien to rts emicrnatronal 
relations and especially to rts relatroms with ots neighbor 
the Soviet Umon 

“We attach great importance to tnendshup and good 
relations.” Vilmaz sand 

UN“ Officials Begin Ankara Contacts on Cyprus 

fl TORINS49! dakara TRI Tedevrmon Networ' 

m lurkoh DPOOGMI OT tee 9! 

[Text] UN officials Oscar Camrhon and Gustay Forse! 
are holding talks im Ankara They were rocened by 
Foreign Minestry Under Secretary Ordem Sanberk. In 
reply to a qgucstion. Camrhon sad that they held cxten- 
wie talks on the Cyprus msuc m Athens preor to thew 

visit to Ankara He added that gradual progress 1s berg 
made on preparing the conditions for a framework that 
will be acceptable He noted that the arm of thew 
contacts m Ankara. Athens. and Cyprus to determine 
the negotiating position of the partes and then to brict 
the UN secretary general. He concluded by say eng that he 
ts hopeful that a reasonable rapprochement will be 
achieved between the sees to be able to organize a 
mocting in September 

Reports Indicate Postponement of Cyprus Talks 

NC 27087175991 Intanhed TU RATVE om Terhked 
MW tne Vip 

[Mahmut Bulut report “Electrons Shadow the “( yprus 

Suma] 

| Text) Ankara—Reports undecate that the quadripartitc 

summit scheduled to be held m the Unned States m 
September on the Cypres problem «ill he moved to a 

later date duc to carly general clectronms om Turkeys 

Diplomat sources indacate that the postponement of 

the summit betwoen the prome menesters of Crreece and 
Turkeys and leaders of the Turkish and Crock ( yprects 
woul! be a good whea These sources have sand “ht 
obs sows that tt would he very difficult tor Prome Moenester 
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Yilmaz to set awd cnough tume to work for a solutron to 
the ormses now that carly cloctson arc almosi certam to 
take place m Turkey Any docrson on such an emportant 
muc by 2 govcrament which o perocived to be a 

transitional onc would create obs sous difficulties for the 
clechon process ~ 

Denktas Criticizes Delay of Travel Agreement 
VC 2108120991 Istanted TU RATVE om Terk 
MW Mug Vipd 

jErcan Sch: report “Engma Surrounding “Travel to 

Cyprus”) 

{ Text] Istanbul— The agroement sgned recently betwoen 
Turkey and the Turknh Republn of Northern (Cyprus 
[TRNC] provedeng for unrestricted travel betecen the 
two nations has become a nightmare for many crizens 
irying to pass through customs bocause the agreement 
has not yet been pul mito cflect 

The wnresinacted travel agreement. negotiations on 
which began last ycar and whose umplementation was 
envisaged by now. have not yet come mito force even 

though cight months have passed sence the emplementa- 
tron deadline 

TRNC Presedemt Rauf Dewktas told the TEU RKIVE 
correspondent «ho v rsrted bem on Cyprus some tome ago 
“We sand that we have completed all the legal procedures 
and that we are ready to mmplement the agreement. We 
recerved no reply from the Turkish Goverament More- 
over. they resumed charging the $15 housing tax which 
they had annulled some time ago 

“Ur hopes came to naught when the agreement pro- 
vedeng for unrestricted travel. which would have greatly 
contributed to tournsm on Northern Cyprus. did not go 
mto effect. Turkish coizens would have been able to go 
on mexpensive vacations and the TRNC coonomy would 
have been given a boow~ 

ANAP Decides on Early Elections 27 Oct 
142108164201 takara IN ATOLI 1 om Terk 

10 MT Ol toe 8 

[Excerpts] Ankara (AA}—The ANAP [Motherland 
Party} Turkesh Grand Natonal Asscombly group has 
decided to hold carly clections on 27 October and to 
comvenc the Assembly on an extraordinary sewwon on 24 
August to decode on the clechon meuc 

According to mmformation recenved. the group also div 
cummed the amendments comadered for the Bloction Law 
The minemum requirement for clectoral regroms where 
two to three depetecs are clected was decuded as 25 
percent. According to the cxnsteng law the guenemem 
requirement for regrons with two deputies ns 80 percent 
and that of regroms with three deputies « 4) percent 
[passage ormiticd|) 
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The ANAP group abo decaded te call the awembly to an 
exiraordimary scwworn on 23 August to decuws carly 

Clectvoms and the amendmeats to the Exton Law The 
appli atron of the msuc will be sulmetiod to the avscnehly 

chaurmanstip toatas 

* Cross-Border (tacks ( entinee: 1 0 Reacts 
VIESIOOVE Zurah NECE ZUEROCHER JZLIIUONG 

daternational oditem, on Garman ¥ tee ¥l pp is 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

{Artate by a “Mayor Turkesh Mielaary Operaton m 
Northern Irag Turkish KRerdish Goernlla ( amps 
Destiroved™] 

[Teast] Istanbul. 7 Aug—Hunteng tor gucrrilias bchongeng 
to the legal Kurdish Workers Party (PRA) Turkish 
forces crossed onto Irag on Sunday and bombed targets 

deep om Iraq: territory The announcement of the large: 
wale mulittary operation provoked bivcl debate at the 
Islam Conference Orgamzateon [1009] foreign mone 
iers moctong om Istanbul Acoordeng to an official Armed 
Fores statement. the operatroms arc Continuing 

In the moght of 4-5 August. Turkesh Aer Force rocomnars- 
samce asrcraft crowed the border to overtly brag: terr- 
tory. wdentsfred targets. and returned to Turkeys 
Accordong to reports on the Turkish prow. 4 Turkesh F-4 
and F-104 arcrafi then took off from anrhascs at 
Malatva. Diyarbakir and Batman im southeastern 
Turkes (thes are also NATO) bases) and bombed PAA 
positrons as much as 10 krhometers emsde brag 

Additional Troops in Wanting 

The attacks from the aw were followed ) attacks by 
special Army units and several thowsand members of the 
village melita. These units are stell om northern Iraq tn 
additvon. reports on CL MHL RIVET newspaper india ate 
that thousands of Turkish troops arc wanting in Turkey's 
Hakbar Provence (ai the pount where the borders of brag. 
iran. and Turkes mect) for the order to enter trag 
Additonal units reportedly are beung shifted to the 

regron 

\coording to offnual Matements. the purpow of the 

large-scale muliiary operaton m to desirm the PAA 
gucrriila camps m northern trag ('n Monday Prime 
Mionester Vilmaz threatened the “separatnts” wath a 
terrible fate The “terrorists” would not even have tome 
to regret ther deeds. Yilmaz declared at a mecting of the 
Executive Commutice of the ruleng Motherland Party 4 
week ago a PAA splinter group kidnapped 10) Grorman 
towrrsts on Van Prov ince 

TURKEY as 

Cwerrilas bacreasingi: Beid 

Not only Turkey's govcrament leaders were upset by the 
tact thal a group of guctriiias had no proticm abducting 
10 poopie om the Irage- Turkish border arca. desprtc the 
masernve Turkesh military presence the modent was alo 
a Maticr of concern to the tournm mdusin. ahah had 
aircads boon having problems the vcar hocawse of the 
(rult war in the past seven years Turkes's largel) Kar. 
dish southeast has boon the scene of an undeclared war 
betecen Turkish scours forces and the PAR. Cifficsally 
the number of sectems om thes conflict s put at 4.008). but 
the real toll may well be bogher Last Sunday the PAA 
attacked 2 pole outpost on Semdinl None soddects were 
billed. and seven are will messing 

Sence the (sult war desiroved the balance of forces om the 
regron. while the promncd New World Order still has 
not created a new onc. Turkes 1s hoping to fill the power 
‘acuem m northern Irag and hocome the dommant 
power on the region That rs why om mitcrnatronal forums 
Turkes coasclews) atiempts to present eclf as an 
cxsample of democtacs and stability om the rogron The 
PAA's attacks and its comstanth growing influence overt 
the Kurdish population om Turkes's southeast arc highly 
disturtbung om thes contest 

Strong Reaction at ICO) Sesston 

The announcement of the Turkish military operateon om 
northern Iraq: went off lhe a bombshell among the 
foregn menesters assembled on Istanbul's Hilton Hote! 
tor the Isamu Conterence Crgamzatron meeting The 
Syrian foreign mineter remarked drvty that Turkey's 
Kurdesh guerrillas owe thew sirength not to foreign 
powers bul to the people m southeastern Anatoha 
Turkes must finally adm that a has a domesinx 
problem. he sant Somewhat confused. the Iranian ter- 

en menester sand that Tehran condemned the PAA 
attacks. \eSahal the Irag: menestcr of Mate tor forengn 
aftarrs. complamed that bes Turkish colleague had not 
informed hem until the last moment 

However. the biggest surprise was the Turkish Govern. 
ments response when asked about the legality of con- 
ducting such a crow-border operation without ads ance 
agreement from the Baghdad regeme Mt 1s normal that 
the Irag: Groverament should not be given any mmtorma- 
thon about military operations north of degrees north 
latvttude. Turkish Foreign Moenester Sata Goray told Tur- 
hes 's semofficial Anatoha prews agency ft rs stell wncer- 
tan whether the Turkish forces eill withdraw from brag 
after completing the operation The major Turkish news. 
papers are assuming that Turkce, —tollowing the Israch 
cxsample m southern Lehanon—intends to declare a 
five-drlometer-wide hand of Iraq: territory along the 
horder a prohibited arca 
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